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In volume I of "Lectures for EISCAT personnel", EISCAT Techn

Nate 79/19, a forewarning was given that the repor t might be

followed up hy aseeond volume deseribing "basic working prin

cip1es and design philosophy" .

The present product represents this second volume. The author

must admit, though, that the content is not in full aecord

with the original intentions as quated above.

At an early stage it was fel t that the lectures ought to

deal with some basic aspects of signal theory and circuit

analysis, as a prerequisite for a sound understanding of

signal treatments as related to the EISCAT observations.

Proceeding a10ng this line the presentations grew, perhaps

somewhat out of proportion, both in length and in complexity.

Three of the four chapters deal with tapics like harmonie

analysis, Fourier trans form techniques, corre!ation and con

volution, signal sampling, analog and digital filtering and

signal descriptions. The fourth chapter gives features of

general antenna theory, hut also presents particulars of the

EISCAT antenna systems.

Whether the lecture series will continue with a third volume,

seems uncertain at present. There are certainly design tapics

and working principles still worthwhile expounding in written

form. Only time will show whether ideas which the author might

have in this respect, will be realized.
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9 HARMONI C ANALYSIS

9.1 Periodie funetions

9.1.1 Fourier series

For aperiodie funetion f(t) of the independent variable t,

expressed as a Fourier series, we have;

f (t) =
2

=
+;: I'>ncos n"'J. t + bnsin nWl t)

n=1
(9.1)

The fundamental angular frequency w
1

is related to the period

T of the funetion by the following formula:

T =
2.

(9.2)

(9.3)

The validity of the Fourier series representation requires that

the integral

T/2

f/flt)/dt

-T/2

must be finite.

By multiplying equation (l) by eos nw1t and integrating over

the period T we obtain

T/2

fan
-T/2

2
eos nw1tdt = an

T

2

T/2

= ! f(t)

-T/2

eos nw1tdt (9.4)

We nate that all products of the form eos mw1t eos nw1t or

sin mW1t eos nW1 t ~ where ID 4: n, average out to zero ln the

integration. For the latter product the integral yields zero

even for ffi = n.
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(9.5)

If we had multiplied equation (1) by sin nw1t, and performed

the integration as indicated above, we would have arrived at an

expression for the coefficient bn for the sine series:

T/2

~ _2_ f f(t)cos

T_T/2
an

T/2

= _2_ fflt)
T
-T/2

sin nw1t dt (9.6)

By applying the formu!as:

eos nw1t (9.7)

sin (9.8)

we may write for (l):

f (t) ~

2
(9.9)

Let tiS introduce negative values for n. We find:

a -n (9.10)

b -n
~ -b

n
(9.11)

The last term of (9.9) J:::ea:tres:

l ~

2 [
n=1

1
= "2 [ (a 

n
n=-1

(9.12)

so that (9.9) s~mplifies to:

f (t) ~ (9.13)

n=-co
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+- 2, •••• (9.14)

l
F (n) = 

T

By inserting (9.10) and (9.11) in

T/2

f
-T/2

(9.14) ,

(9.15)

Equation (9.15) represents the Fouri~ transfonn of the periodic function

f(t). F(n) is the complex spectrum of f(t). It contains full in-

formation of the amplitudes and phases of the slnusoids

belng summed. We nate that since n on1y assumes discrete

values, the spectrum is a ~ spectrurn.

The absolute value of F(n) is given as

I F (n) I l J '2= 2' an + b 2
n

(9.16)

9.1. 2

and the phase angle of F (n) :

b
0 = Are tg(-

__n_)
n an

w

f (t) = L F (n) I ej (nw1 t+0n )

n=-CD

Corre!ation

Consider the integral

(9.17)

(9.18)

T/2

~ ff
1

(t)f2(t+T)dt (9.19)

-T/2

where fl(t) and f 2 (t+T) have the same fundamental angular

freguency w10 Let liS lise the equation
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T/2 00

~ J fl(t) r F2(nlejnwl(t+tldt

-T/2 0=-00

By inverting the order of summation and integration:

(9.20)

n=-ex>

T/2
l
T J

-T/2

(9.21)

The integral term is seen to represent the complex conju

gate of Fl (n) and we have the Fourier relationship:

T/2
l
T J
-T/2

f l (t)f2 (t+tldt = r Fl (n)F2(n)ejnWlt
n=-"",

(9.22)

Equation (9.22) represents the correlation theorern for periodie

functions. If fl (t) = f 2 (t), equation (9.22) becomes:

T/2 co

~ J fl (t)fl (t+t)dt = r IF(n) 12ejnwlt

-T/2 n=-co

For T=O the equation is:

(9.23)

T/2
.lo J f 2(t)dt =
T_T/2 l

n=-cn

(9.24l

The mean square value of f1(t) is equal to the surn of the squares

of the absolute value of the spectrurn, over the entire range of

harmonies . Equation (9.24) is also known as 'Parsevals theorern

for periodie functions.
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The left-hand side of (9.23) is the autocorrelation function

offl(t).

We represent it by the symbol ~ll(T):

T/2
l

= T f fl(tlfl(t+T)dt

-T/2

For the power spectrum lF1(n) 1
2 we write ~ll(n).

In terms of the new symbols:

n=-oo

and inversely:

T/2

~ll(n) = ~ f ~ll(T)e-jnwlTdt
-T/2

We may notice that ~ll(T) is an even function of t.

T/2
~ll(-T) = ! f fl (t)f l (t-T)dt

'-T/2

T/2-T

= ~ f fl (s)f l (s+T)dt

-T/2-T

(9.25)

(9.26)

(9.27)

(9.28)

(9.29)
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9.2 Aperiodie functions

In the following we derive Fourier relations for aperiodie

functions by assuming that a function represented by a Fourier

series approaches an aperiodie function if the period of the

series approaches infinity.

Byequations (9.13) and (9.15):

00 T/2

f(t) = L e jnw1t ~ J f(s)e- jnw1sds

n=-oo -T/2
(9.30)

lf (t) =

~ T/2
L ejnwltwl J f(s)e-jnwlsds

2n n=-oo -T/2
(9.31)

If the period T grows without limit, f(t) tends to an aperiodic

function and (9:31) approaches a limiting form. With T approaching

infinity the fundamental angular frequency w1 becarnes a diffe

rential dw of angular frequency, and the n-th harmonie frequency

nW1 becarnes the continuous angular frequency w. The summation over

all harmonies becornes an integration over the continuous frequency

range (-00,00) :

~ ~

f (t)
l J ejwtdw J f(s)e-jwsds=
2n - -

(9.32)

The extreme right-hand integral is the complex continuous spec

trurn.

ro

F(w) = J f(t)e-jwtdt

-~

l J
. t

f (t) = F(w)e Jw dw
2n

(9.33)

(9.34)
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9.2.1 Correlation

Let us asses the correlation function for aperiodie functions,

as defined by the integral

m

f fl (t)f 2 (t+,)dt

-m

By substituting for f
2

(t+'L) :

m W

l j (wt+ ,)
f fl (t)dt 2i1 f F2 (w) e du,

- -w

(9.35)

(9.36)

Inverting the order of integration:

m w
jwt, , 2; f fl (t)f F 2 (w) e Jw du> e dt (9.37)

- _w

The right-hand integral is the conjugate of the spectrum

of fl(t).

\le find that

jWT
e dw (9.38)

(9.39)

constitute a Fourier transform pair.

When f 1 (t) : f
2

(t) we have the autocorrelation function for the
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aperiodie function f1(t):

(9.40)

For T=O:

(9.41l

If fl (t) represents a voltage or a current, and if a l-ohm

resistance is assumed, the total energy consumed by the resistance

is clearly given by the left-hand integral. IF l (w)j 2 is rooasured

in watt-seconds per unit angular frequency. We note that the to

tal energy of fl (t) is given by the zero ~ autocorrelation

function.

So far we have thought of f1(t) as representing a real signal.

In measuring both amplitude and phase of the signals it may be

convenient to treat f1(t) as a complex quantity, yielding an
autocorrelation function . in general possessing both a

real and an imaginary part. (The power spectrum, being the

absolute value of the frequency spectrum squared, is, of course,

always positive).

With this generalization in mind we may note the following:

Ii) For fl(tl real:

!.PlI (T) is real
1F (Iu) 12 is symmetri c about DC-Ievel (f.I)=O)

(ii) For flit) complex:

<Illl ITl is complex hermitian (<Illl (T l =<Il:1 (-T»
1F ((.)) 12 is not general ly symmetric

In case W11(T) is complex, its real and imaginary parts are easily

derived from equation (9.40)
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9.2.2 Convolution

The convolution integral is given as:

00

-00

(9.42)

It resembles the cro55correlation funetion in that it involves

displacement, multiplication and integration. It differs from

correlation because it includes folding, or, reflection of the

displaced funet1on. The funetion f 2 (T-t) is first displaced to

the left by T and then folded back with respect to the point

t = O.

Let us replace f 2 (T-t) in the integral by its Fourier transform.

00 00 00

J fl (t)f 2 (T-t)dt = J fl(tldt _1_ J F (wlejW(T-tldw (9.43l
2n 2- - -00

00 00 00

J fl (t)f 2 (T-tldt ~ _l J F2 (W)e jWldw J f (t)e-jwtdt
2n l

-00 - -
The integral on the extreme right is F l (wl :

00 00

J fl (t)f 2 (T-t)dt ~
l J Fl (W)F2 (wle jwTdw (9.44)

2n-00 -
vIe find that

00

-00

are Fourier transforms of each other.

(9.45)
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The inverse of (9.44) becomes:

(9.46)

-00 -
Equations (9.44) and (9.46) constitute the convolution theorem

for aperiodie functions.

The following relationship is easily derived:

(9.47)

From (9.44) and (9.46) we conclude that convolution in the time- -- ---
domain corresponds to multiplication in the frequency domain and

vice vetsa.

Examples

l. Rectangular pulse

f (t)
AT

A

--_~Tc--'---;;iT'---"" t '"
Figure 9.1 Rectangular pulse and its frequency spectrum

F(",)

-00

F(",) = 2AT sin wT

",T

T

J
-T

e-jwtdt (9.48)

(9.49)
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Let us assurre that the area of the p.llse, 2 AT, is equal to unity. If

the pulse width is all"""", ro becare infinitesiJral., the height of the

p..llse af)!1roaches infinity, and we obtain an iIrpJ.lse at the origin, whese

integral is writy and wixlse spectrun is unifonn~ egual !e .!.~

F (w) = lim 2AT sin utr = l

T ->O utr

(9.50)

A funetton with the irrlicated properties is called a delta-f11nctian or

a tmit-iJrp1lse function.

fis)

____--L.__.......J'- s

to

Figure 9.2 De1ayed delta-function

1et us consider the integral

(9.51)

where 6Ito-s) is the delayed delta-function depicted in figure 9.2.

The integral differs fran zero only at s = to yielding:

19.52)

m

since the integral J 6 (t-s)ds equals l by definition.

The convolution of an apericdic function with the unlt-inpJ.lse function

leaves the function unchanged. I)Je to the property of the unit-iIrpJ.lse

function described by (9.52) this function is sanetines denoted the sanp

!!!!9. function. Equation 19.52) is sanetines also denoted the sifting-
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integral expression .

M3.thenatically the delta-function is not an "ordinary function". Scme

of its properties nust be derived by CCITl'licated limiting a:rgmoents.

It is oonforting to know that several difficulties may be eliminated

by the use of the theory of distrib.Itions (Papoulis. 1962).

2. Time shifted function

we asSllne the following: Fourier transfonn pair;

f(t) _ F (w)

and wish to find the spectrun of the tirre-shifted function f(t-t ):
o

(9.53)

where we have introduced s = t-to.

-jwt
Fs(W) = F(wie o (9.54 )

Flw)
s

'nle spectrun rcrnains the same, rot a linear tenn -tow has been added

to its phase angle.
f(t)

T

Figure 9.3 Displaced rectan:jular p.ilse and real part of spectrun
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3. Sine/oosine signal .

Assume a sine wave:

l jwot -jw t
f(t) = sin (,\ t " - e -e o l

o 2j

00

iwot -jw t -jcut
fLF(w) o dt= e - e l e

r_ J

F(w) = 1 ~(W +wo' -o(w-w lJ2 o

wit..n a l.,; :>sine signal:

(9.55l

(9.56)

(9.57)

=
l r

A((J-w
2 L o

) + o(w + Wo J (9.58)

For a sinusoi.dal signal the spectrurn is represented by tw:J delta

functions af strength ~ appearing at ~ wo.

F (w)

1/2

- wo

-1/2

Fiqure 9.4 St=eetra1 representation of sine wave
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4. M:Jdulated carrier

Consider the wave shown in figure 9.5

f (tl

t

Figure 9.5 f.t:xiulated cosine

The nOOulated wave rray be th::>ught of as the product of a p.Jre cosine

wave f, (tl and the rrodulating function f
2

(tl :

fl (t)

t

___lf2 (tl

_I~__.
Figure 9.6

----•• t

carrier wavefonn and rrÖdulating function

For the Fourier transform we write the oosine wave in exponential form:

00
jw t -jw t -j<.>t

l
F (Ull = - J (e o + e o) f

2
(t) e dt

2
~

F (Ull
l l= -F(w-w) +-F

2
(w+w)

2 2 o 2 o

(9.59)

(9.60)

Figure 9.7 Spectrum of IT'Cd.ulated cosine
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5. Convolution of rectangular pulses

Consider the following rectangular wavefonns:

---=11 g (t)

--= O ----t-Tl Tl

----JdJ<------t-T2 O T2
Figure 9.8 Rectangular p.1lses to be convolved

According to (9.42) the convolution of the twc> wavefonns is given by:

f(t) = [g(s) h(t - s)ds

Gearetrically f(t) is represented in figure (9.9):

2(T
l

- T
2

)

l

--+'-----l-~0:__-'----,--- t

2 ('r
l

+ T
2

)

Figure 9.9 Convolved. wavefonn

(9.61)

Using (9.45) \'.e Und for the spectJ:um of the convolved signal:

(9.62)

where Fl (w) and F
2

(w) have the form given by (9.49).

= 2T sin U},2 T1 ,2

"1,2 'lJ.,2
(9.63)
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If T1 = T2 = T we obtain a triangular waveform, as sh::Mn in figure (9.10).

f (t)

l

__-..c.'--_-l-__"'--__ t

-2T 2T

Figure 9.10 Result of folding rectangular pulse with itself

The 5P'Ctrum is readily inferred fran (9.62) and (9.63)

P(w) ~ 4T2 ( sin WT )2
WT

(9.64)

If the triangular fonn is convolved with the original rectangular p.J1se,

a parabolic p.U se fonn results, ...rose frequency spectrum is

F(w) = sin (Jf )3

nf
(9.65)

In general, afte' n CCJnvolutions, the spec:trum assumes the form

F(w) = (9.66)

It may be noticed that the subsidiary maxima in the spectrom becaTe

smaller ~ sruller as the ntmlber of convolutions increases.

The Gaussian \'lavefOl:m:

f (t)
2-at= e (9.67)

has the spectrum:
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(9.68)

which falls off rroootonically fran UJ = O. It will be seen fran the

equa.tions aJ:::ove that .e Ga.ussian signal has 00 subsidiary maxima.

6. Differentiation

Equation (9.34) states that

fet)
l °wt= - J F(w)e-J dw
2rr

(9.69)

By performing repeated differentiations (n) of f (t). with the derivative

operator under tlle integral, we obtain:

=

get) = d n flt) = J (jw)n F(w)ejwtdt
dt

G(w) = Ijw)n Flw)

(9.70)

(9.71)

Relation (9.71) rnay be used. to derive Faurier transfoDllS fran previously

fOW'rl transforrns. In the follcrwing we cxmsider a few ~les:

a) Differentiation of rectangular pllse

fet,
l

___-L_.1-......JL-__ t

-T T

dOE f (t)

F(w)

G (w) = jwF (w) = 2j sin off

t
---\-I'---\r--Jr---\--f---\-=w

Figure 9.11 Differential p...tlse and Fourier transfo1JTl
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b) Sloping signal fonn

By integrating the rectangular p.l1se fOml Wle find:

t

het) = f f(t)dt

with spectrum H (w) •

Using relations (9.70) and (9.71):

(9.72)

f (t)

F(w)

~ het)
dt

jw Il (w)

(9.73)

(9.74)

Since F(w) is kno.vn fran previous der-ivations, we readily find:

H (w) 2T sin uff _j2T2 sin wr
(9.75)

jw2T (wr)2

f (t) F (w)

l

t w
-T T

h (t)
j H(w)

I
t,
12T

t w
-T T

Figure 9.12 Sloping systen and spectrurn
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c) Step function

COnsider a delta p..l1se at t = O.

t

g(t) = J ö(t)dt

~

G(w) =
F(w) = _L

'" w

(9.76)

(9.77)

F(w)

l
ö (t)

t
O

jG(w)
g(t)

l

-----L----- t

Figure 9.13 Step function with spectrum

9.3 Statistical ensembles

Frequently the quantities to be correlated are random variables,

assuming either discrete or continuous values within certain ran

ges. Voltages, temperatures, velocities etc. in physical experi

ments ar~ often of this nature. The same is true for signals scat

tered the thermal fluctuations in the ionosphere. An infinite ag

gregate of individual measurements of the random variable is cal!ed

an ensemble.
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Provided the ensemble is stationary, it may be permissible to re

place the autocorrelation function

•w11 1.) = J flt)f It + tJdt

by the ensemble averagc

•<flt)f (t + tJ>

19.78J

(9.79J

In any practical measurements one is, of course, bound to work

with va lues averaged over a flninite number of ensemble members.

The errors thereby introduced are of primary importance in asses

sing the accuracy of parameters derived from the observations.

The foll,wlng example serves to illustrate the usefu!ness of

assessing the correlation function as an ensemble average

instead of deriving the function as a time averaged quantity.

The task is to prov ide an estimate of the mean power scattered

by pulsed radar transmissions from a given height range in the

remote part of the atmosphere. In addition the distribution of

seattered averaged power in frequeney is wanted. The treatment

is eonfined to monostatie operation. From signal theory we know

that the average power is given by the zero lag autocorrelation

funetion of the received signal and the distribution at power

in frequency by the Fourier trans form of the autoeorrelation

funetion.

As deseribed in chapter 4 (volume I)the signals scattered from

a given height range are observed in a specific time interval

after the transmission of eaeh pulse. A eontinuous monitoring

of the return from the height range in question is not possible.

Instead, as illustrated below, the autoeorrelation funetion is

derived by averaging over the ensemble aggregate made up by the

returns from all the eonseeutive pulses. The proeedure remains

valid as long as the assumptian of a stationary medium helds

good.
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r--,~nsmitted pulse ~amPled va lues

~scan l

t 1 I ~t (=26h/el

D ~sean2
~

6T I

D ~sean3
I I I
I I I

tJ_~ "sean n

Figure 9.14 Autocorrelation function of scattered signal
estimated as an ensemble average (The width
of the range gate is drawn out of scale to
illustrate pertinent polnts).

Strictly speaking the illustrated procedure is a mixture

of time and ensemble averaging I in tha t p (k & 1') (k = O, l, .••m)

is estimated for each member aggregate befare belng averaged

over the ensemble. The number of element pairs involved in the

averaging over the member aggregate depends upan the lag index,

k. For instance, ffi - l (ro is the number of samples with!n the

range gate) element pairs are lncluded ln the member estimate of

P(6T) ,whereas only one element pair is included in the estimate

of p(m ~ T). It follows that the reliability of the final auto

correlation estimates decreases with increasing lag index.
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10 SAMPLED 51= AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM

'Ihe data processing and the extraction of I;f1ysical pararreters in

the EISCAT system will be perfonted by handling digitized signals,

derived fran sequencies of sanples taken at discrete intervals.

It is evident that the accuracy with which the sanpled signals repre

sent the original analog wavefonn must de};eIld up::>n heM frequenUy the

sarrpling is nade. In this chapter we will study under ..mich oorrlitions

an accurate reconstruction of the waveform can be effected. We also

intend to briefly outline the principles for the a::mronly applled tech

nique, the Fast Fourier Transfonn (FET), for transfonning discrete sig

nals.

Before enbarking up:>n a rrore detailed treatnent we rnight point out a gene

ral limitation which exists: In a striet sense signals cannot simulta

neously be l:x:>th band- and ti.rre-limitOO. We Will assurre that the wavefOIrnS

dealt with in the follCMing are essentially tiIre- arrl f~lilnitEd,

implying that the spect.rurn of a signal Ix>unded in the time CIarain has a

small magnitude outside sare frequency bands.

10.1 UnifOl:m, ideal sarrpling

In figure 10.1 is i.rxlicateCi a function sanpled by a p.l1se train with

p..tlses occurring at O, T
I

, T2 ,- - - - -

t432l

f\t)

-r---....

O T.

Figure 10.1 sampling with rectangular pulses occurring at O, Tl' T2,- - - -

In the subsequent treat:rrent we shall assume that the sarrpling is unifonn,

with the sampling pulses occurring at reriod.ic intervals T. we shall

further prestq::p:Jse that the sarrpling is ideal, rreaning that the sant>ling

p..lise train rray be descri.bed as a sequence of iropulse ftu'lCtions:



s(t) = E ö(t - nT)

-ST -4T -3T -2T -T
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(10.1)

o T 2T 3T 4T ST

Figure 10.2 Sanpling pllse train

It is clear that Jl'athenatically the sarrpled signal f s (t) Jl'ay be repre

sented by the product:

fs(t) = f(t) s(t) = f(t) E ö(t - nT) (10.2)

Fran the prece::ling chapter 'We know that since s (t) is perio:lic, it can

be represented by a Fburier series:

s(t) =

with

~ .
J"" t

r: C e s
n

n~

(10.3)

T

lo) = 2rr/Ts

T/2
f ö(t)e-jloltdt = l

T -'r/2

(10.4)

(10.5)
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Inserting (10.3) and (10.5) in (10.2) yie1ds:

T

lf (t) =
B

jnu t
l: f(t)e s

n~

(10.6)

The Fburier transfODn of f s (t) becules:

l l:
-j (w - ",,)t

J f(t)e s dt (10.7)
T n=-cx> .....:r;I

l
1: F(w - l'lUs )

T
n~

(10.8)

'Ihe spect.run of the sampled. signal is periodic with period ws '

consisting of repetitive translations of the baseband transfoDTl

Fs(W).

'!bes~ of the sampled signal rray alternative1y be derived by

transforming (10.2) directiy:

(10.9)

(10.10)

n~

we note that (10.10) represents the spectrun as a Fourier series with

coefficients given by the sarrple values of f (t).

If Fs (w) is given, the sanpled values f (nT) may be expressed:

f (nT) (lO.U)
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Ws

F (wl

o- W
s

_. w,/2
w

Spectral foldover

\

Wso

F (wl
s

('-./' ~ ~

Figure 10.3 Spectra with: (al w > 2w and (bl w < 2ws e s e

Figure IOa3 sh:Jws spectra of sanpled signals. In case (a) w./2,

I<nown as the Nyquist frequency. is higher than the highest significant

baseband frequency, we' 'II1e original signal rray be recovered by passing

f s (t) through an ideal low-pass filter with cut-off frequency we' The

second ~trun, (b), oorrespJI'rls to Ws < 2w e and the repetitive base

band patterns are found to overlap. lbe fhencrreoon is denoted Aliasing

or Spectral Folding.

When aliasing occurs, frequency CUli(XJHents at the high end of the spec

t.run are reflected dcMn to a lower frequency range, distorting the ori

ginal spect.run. tt1e high fr8:IUency CUllfX)Uents are said to 11 iIrpersonate"

1<::Mer frequencies.

Figure 10.4 5aITpling of sinusoid at Ws < 2we

For an illustration of the spectral folding effect study .fi~ 10.4.

lbe original signal is the high frequency sinusoid. With the sanpling

instants indicated. what will be represented is the low frequency wave

form.
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1he cure to the problan of spectral foldover. is clearly to sarrple

at a rate at least twice as high as the highest frequency CXJ!P?nent

of the original signal. 'Ibis is the essential oontent of the Sarrpling

Theoran. In practice la,..-pass filters with cut-off frequencies set to

35-40 % of the sanpling rate are often used to prevent aliasing. Sare

degrading of the signal m3.y result fran the filtering, rot this will

usually have a less detrimental effect than the foldover which may

otherwise occurs.

A rnatharatical expression of the sanpling theoran may be obtained by

nating fran (l0.8) that for Iwl < we and Ws = 2we Fs (w) = F(w);T.

Let IlS pass f s (t) through a low-pass fUter with the following charac

teristics:

G(w) = { :
for

for

Iwl < Ca>e

lcul > w- e

We have for the filter outpJt:

F(w) ~ Fs(W) G(w)

Using (10.10):

F(w) = E G(w) f(nT)e-j~

n~

By Eburier transfomation:

f(t) = E finT) g(t - nT)

n~

with

(10.12)

(10.13)

(10.14 )
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sin we(t - nT)

we(t-nT)
(10.15)

At the sarrp1ing instants :

=

{
lOget - nT) = g(kT - nT)

for k = n
(10.16)

for k =t= n

Cnly one tenn in the sunmation is oonzero at the sampling instants nT,

no interferenee fran the samples hefare or after f (nT) l:eing oot.ei at

time nT. This effect is derronstrated in figure 10.5.

Figure 10.5 Property of the interpolating function

'!be resp:mse characteristics displayecl in figure 10.5 are said to

cause no "intersyrn1:xJl interference".

Sanpling at w < 2w is called UndersaIlJ'ling. SCrre estirrate of thes e .
effect of undersarrp1ing may be obtained bY cooputing the spectral

distribution of the energy within the barrl n centred on w = O (or

any fla)s) .:

E (O) =

0;2

f IF(",) 1
2
dw

-0;2

(10.17)
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\1 "'-0/2s
Figure 10.6 Spectrun of sampled signal and band used for ~

tation of spectral energy distribution

The relative spectral energy outside of the baOO of width n:

Dm) ~ l _ E({l)

E(00)
(10.18)

In figure 10.6 ~ observe that each edge of the barrl of interest is at

a distance Ws - Q/2 fran the trean of the nearest adjacent repeated spec

trun. Since all the repeatOO. spectra are iäentical, the relative energy

which falds .!!!!:Q the band 2i interest , provided...Qn!y the nearest spectra

contribute, !2 given 2§.:

D(2w
s

-\1) (10.19)

'!his expression may serve as a guideline in selecting an awroPriate

sa:rrq;>ling rate.

In the discussion of sarrpling so far we have tacitly asst:Ared that the

frequency spectra in question have been of the basebarrl type, ~lu

ding '" = O. A signal is said to be of the Bandpass type ""en 1t is

bandlimited, hut does not include the zero frequency. An exarrple is

sh:Jwn in figure 10.7.
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..

F(w)

w

Figure 10.7 Spectrum of bandpass-signal

'Ihe spectrum for negative fra:JUencies is entirely determined by the

spect.rurn for p:>sitive frequencies, and there is no loss of information

if the negative freq\.lency I=Qrtion is reroved ..

It is custanary in rrat.hEmatical treat:rrents of band-pass signals to

identify the fhysical signal f (t) with the real part of the anplex

function

A

~(t) = f(t) + j f(t) (10.20)

A

where f (t) is the HUbert transfonn of f (t) .. Physically the HilbGrt

transfo:rJu is obtained by passing f (t) through an ideal 90
0 phase shifter.

s (t) is the eatplex analytic wavefonn. Its spectrum exists only for

positive frequencies. A band-pass signal is also uniquely determ.i.nec1

by its in-phase and quadrature ccrnp:>nents, or fran sarnples of its

envelope and instantaneous phase. The necessary sampling rate is we'

half the rate required for sampling a base-band signal. Since l::oth

signal crnq::onents are sampled, h::::lIrJever, in the band-pass case, the re-

quired total number of sarrqJling points is the same for l::x:>th signal types ..

10.2 Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFr)

Let us consider a signal f (t) in the tiJre &::Inain.. We sample this signal

at discrete tiIres nT and fonn the s];eCtrun Fs (w) according to (10.10),

hut only at discrete frequencies:
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(10.21)

n

For the ITOl'ellt we leave n unspecified. As we koow fran (10.8) F (w)
s

is repetiti.ve over the interval w . We divide this interval into N
s

~ increrrenls:

(10.22)
N

Since ws = 2n/T, we have:

en
T/)J,) =

N
(10.23)

v:e will insert the expression (10.23) in (l0.21):

-jnk2n/N
F(k) = r f(n)e

n

(10.24 )

'Ib conform with custaTary notations in the current literature we

ani.t the subscript s and make the substitutions:

nT ... T

It is understood, though, that Fs (k) and f (n) are the k-th and n-th

samples of Fs (w) and f (t) and to identify their [X>sitions on the fre

quency- and ti.rre-axes, we have to nultiply k and n with the fr~

and time incranents, 6w and T.

we have already fourrl that a function sanpled in tiJre is repetitivein

the frequency daMin. Likewise, the sampled. version of Fs (w) nust cor

resPJfld to a function ~ch repeats itself in the t:i.rre dara.in. '!be repe

tition pericrl is:



,-

~ .. :,., .. ".
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(10.25)

.- -
If the Fourier transform of Fs (k) is to oorresIXJTld to the sanples of

f (t), then f (t) must be limited to a period not longer than t
r

. This

implies that there must rot be rrore than N samples of the original sig

nal:

N-l

F(k) = L f(n)e- jnk2IT/N

n=Q

(10.261

'1tIis is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the sampled sequence

f(O), f(l) I - - - - f (N-l) .. The inverse transform nay be written:

fln)

N-l
l L Flk)ejnk2IT/N
N k=0

(10.27)

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a collective, and sc:rteWhat lCXJse,

reference for a set of algorithrns effecting the sunrnation (10 .. 27)

in a very efficient way.

Equation (10.26) IMY be written:

F (k)

N-l

= L
n=O

fln) W jnk
N

(10.28)

where we have introduced the custanary convenient notation

(10.29)

The basis for the tirre saving offered by the various FFT-algorithms

are the following properties of the quantity WN:



(i)

(ii)

w k(N-n)
N

wkn
N

= Wk (n+N)
N
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In particular the cyclic character expressed by (ii) is irrp:lrtant.

A representation of WNn in the canplex plane for N = 8 is given in

figure 10.8.

w4
....:.B+ -:*-- ~h-'--Re

w8

Figure 10.8 Presentation of Wen in canplex plane

In figure 10.8 we note (neglecting the subscript B) that w8
= wO = l,

9 ~, O 2 . 1 " O 6
W = W , W- -= W- etc. F\rrthenrore, we find W"'= ~, W- = -W etc.

In the follCMing we will deal only with the eva1uation of equation (10.26).

The proced.ures m3.y be applied also to (10.27) with straightforw-dXd rrcxlifi

cations.

If we are to evaluate Fs (kl, for N values of k, by direct canputaUons

aJ:out if canplex multiplications ( fln) assumed to be canplex) and addi

tions are required. The ti.rre-saving feature of the various FFI'-algorithms

arises by deee::npJsing the transformation of a long sequence. inta a cx:m

bination of E:ourier transfo:rms of several srorter sequences.

The rrethods rely on N being a product of factors
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p P' - - - - Pl 2 s

In rrost cases N is taken to be a p::Mer of 2

(10.30)

(10.31)

With N obeying the PJWer law (l0.31) b.u routines are in current use,

designated: (i) transfonnation by dec:im3.tion in frequency arrl, (ii)

transformation by deci.nation in tirre. In the follCMing we will briefly

describe the wain principles of b:Jth rreth:>ds.

10.2.1 Deciroation in frequency

In this procedure we can consider dividing the output sequence F (k) inta

snaller am snaller subsequences. As a first step the inpJt sequenc::e

{ f (n)} is divided inte the first half and the last half of the points

so that

F(k) ~

N/2-1

~ fln)

n=O

N/2-1
nkw
N

+ 1: f(n ,f-

n=O

N/2)Ii(n+N/2)k
N

(10.32)

It proves convenient to consider k even arrl k odd separately. Exploiting

the properties of the quantity '"Nnk the tio<> sumation tenns Il'ay be written:

F (2r) ~

N/2-1

~ [f (n)

n=O

+ fln + N/2)] Ii 2m
N

(10.33a)

N/2-1

F(2r + l) ~ ~ [fln) - fln + N/2)] '"Nn
liN

2m (10.33b)

n=O

r = O, 1, - - - , N/2-1
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Each equation is recognized as a OF!' with N/2 mints.

Since N is a~ of 2, N/2 is an even nU1~r ":'00 each of the N/2

p::>ints DFTs can re carp1ted in the same manner as indicated aOOve by

subdividing the N/2 sequence inta the first and latter half of the

PJints. Proceeding in this manner the carputation is finally red.uced

to the canp.1tation of u..o-points DFl's.

Counting the arit.hmetic operations required we find that the eatp.l

tations have been re::1uced to N/2 logZN CClTplex multiplications and

N logZN a:rnplex additions.

l

l 10

N
___--- 2 log2

N

N

Figure 10.9 Crnparison of 00. of operations ( 00. of cx:rnplex mu1ti
plications) required in straightforward c:arputation of
DFT and 'FET

10.2.2 Decimation in ti.rre

Here the sul:rlivision of the input sequence is inta even and odd values

of the irrlex n, substituterl in the follCMing by 2r and 2r + l respectively.

Again considering the cyclic properties of W
N

n equation (10.28) may be

arranged as,;

F(k) =

N/2-1

L f (2r)

r=0

N/2-1
.xk k rk
wN/ 2 + ~ L f (2r + l) WN/2

r=0

(10.34)



F(k) = A(k) + WN
k B(k)
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(10.35)

Each sun represents a DIT with N/2 p:>ints, the first including the even

nunbered fOrnts of the original sequence, the secand stIll the cdd-m.1Tbered

PJints. 80th A(k) and B(kl are periodie with I;eI"iod N/2. 'Ihe same sul:x1i.vi

sion as made above for the ce:::rrplete sequence rnay be repeated for the sutr

sets. It tums out that the required mJllber of carputational operations is

the sarre i..rrespective of which rreth<:d., decirnation in frequency or ti.ne, is

used. Prograrnning details will detennine which p:roce:lure is optical in

tenns of tirre saving. Sare k:in:l of an ordering routine must ordinarily be

included to present the final data in a desi...red. form.

10.3 Examples and discussion

In the last section of this chapter we intend to show and discuss ~

examples of signal transfont)ation, partly because they serve to underline

the effect of tnmcation, inherent in any observational procedure and.

partly because theY expose pitfalls which IlOJSt be considered in applying

the DFl'-technique.

For the first example we use a set of illustrations given by Bergland

(1969). The seoond example is taken fram Ramirez (1975).

Example l

OF!' userl. to approxirnate continoous Four1er transform (aT). Cosine-wave

input.

Fran (9.58) we kIxlw that the spectnIm of a cosine wavefoon oonsists of

~ iInpulse functions, as indicated. in the righthand p::lrtion of line (a) of

figure 10.10.
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Figure 10.10 Discrete Fourier transfonn (after Berglarxl, 1969)
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TIME OOMAIN FREOUENCY DOMAlN
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Figure 10.11 Discrete Fourier transform rela tians (R3mi.rez, 1975)
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HC1.\IE!ver, a p.rre cosine wave extends over the entire tine axis and. is

nothing but a theoretical concept. Every observed wavefonn is neces

sarilya truncated version, and this serves to rrodify the spectral
representation.

In the seleeted example the wave PJrtion observed. extends fran +T to

-T, equivalent to viewing the wave through a unity arrplitude~ wi.ndc:M

whose spectrum is drawn in line (bl. Mathem3.tically the truncated wave

is described as the product of the t\..Q functions s (t) w(t).

Fran the prececling chapter we krxYw that multiplication in the tirre danain

corresp:mds to convolution in frequency. The resul t of convolving the

spectra of s(t) and w(t) is descri.bed by the double-humped spec:trun in

line (e). The necessity of observing the wavefonn over a finite tUre

interval has turned the spec:tral carponents at ::!: f o inte other frequencies

as \>le!l. This transfer of signal energy brought alxnJt by the truncation

in tiIre is referred to as leakage. The truncation corruption evidently

depe.nds up:>n the width of the obseI:Ving wi.ndow", and will vanish when T -+ 00.

The corruption also varies with the form of the data window. Freql,.lently

used window functions are the Harmti.ng and Hanning windows tapering off in a

specified fashion at the ends of the observing interval.

Sampling is effected by rrultiplying the truncated wave function with an

impulse train function and the spectnmt evolves by a folding of the trun

cated wave spectrum with the irnpulse train spectrum. 'Ihe result of this

operation is the continoous spectrum depicted in line (e).

To obtain a discrete frequency spectrum we will have to sample the con

tinoous spectrum, hut this forces the ti.rre-ftU1ction to beccrre period.ic.,

In figure 10.10 the wi.ndcM is an integral ITn.l1tiple of the wave period

and the retransfonred discrete p::dnts in line (f) are seen to represent

the input wave fairly welL In practice the sarrple wi..fldc1,..1 will not. be an

integral rrnJ.1tiple of the wave period. (in experimental v.ork the input

signal will frequently be cx::rrp:>sed of a large number of sinusoidal waves)

and the peridicityassumed by the FET may lead to curious results.

Figure 10.11, taken fran :Ramirez (1975) illustrates this effect. Further

eaments are given in the discussion of the next exanple.
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Exanple 2

COrrelation using F'FT.

As rrentioned above the exanple is treated by Ramirez (1975). The signal

selected is the sine wave ~rtion s1uNn in the lefthand fra:me of figure

lO.12a.

1 7\

\j \J U u

Signal

1\

Signal

JiDlol n
III~III

o
(a) Aut.o::x>rrelation fun:tion

I III I

1\\1
IV

(b) O
Auto::x>rrelation function

Figure 10.12 Correlation of sine wave with itself:
a) Data wi.nda.Y' an integral nurber of \vave lengths,
bl Data wi..rd::M an rnn-integer mn'ber of wave lengths
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The autoc:orrelation function is taken to be represented by

N-1

~(k) = ! E f(t) f(t + kl

N k=0

(10.36)

As we kno,.,r fran chapter 9 CQrrelation in the t.ine danain corresPJnds

to canplex oonjugate multiplication in the frequency dc::m3.in. 'lhis a~s

to open for a tiJre-saving calculation: '!be function f (t) is sanpled arrl

transferred to the canp1ex frequency danain by an FET a1gorithm. '!'hen

the signal is oonjugated. and multiplied by the original transform. Sub

sequently the signal is inverse-transfonred to the tUre dcmai.n.

The retrieved. autocorrelation shc:::rwn in figure 10.12 (a) behaves as~.

M3x.irnum value is obtained for zero lag, corresponding to the centre of the

screen. The area of the product decreases with increasing value of the lag,

is zero for T/4 (900 phase shift) and reaches a negative peak. for T/2. As

the sine ways exactly overlay at a shiit of a full perio:1., T, a max.irfun is

again attained.

In case 10.12 (b) the frequency is increased, whereas the window (represen

ted by the screen) rernains the same. The aut.ocorrelation function in this

case does not at all resESTlble the sinusoidal pattern obtained in the first

case. The explanation is given in tenns of the non-integral periods in the

window and the pericdicity assumed by the FFI' algorithm usad. Nating the

previous discussion the illustration offered by figure 10.13 is selfexpla

natory.
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Figure 10.13 Corruption introduced by a non-intager mIlnber of wave
periods in the window

In closing the chapter we might rrention that in observational works a

problem arises in that short data segrrents are desirable for good tanpe

ral resolution but this tends as we have noted in this chapter to adver

sely affect the reliability of the spectral infonnation derived. Assurnp

tions inherent in current methods of analysis, that: (i) the observed wave

fonn rePeats itself outside the data window or (ii) the signal is zero

outside the window, are roth likely to introduce corrupting effects in

the derived' spectra.

In recent years there has been considerable interest for the so-called

maximum-entropy method in spectral analyses. (U1rych and Bishop, 1975;

M:orcroft, 1978). A given time-limited observational sequence nay c1early
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be ce:nt>ined with several possible records outside the data wi.ndcM. In

applying the rret:ho:J quote::i alxwe one searches to find that autocx:>rrela

tian function which is consistent with the greatest ntl'nber of p:lssible

re::ords. It has been verified that under certain conditions the

maximum entropy procedure leads to rrore reliable results than conventional

analysing techniques.
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11 LINEAR CIRCUIm AND FILTERS

Fran tine to time in the b.o preceding chapters we have referred

to filters and filtering effects. In this chapter we wish to sum

Il\3.rize, in a nere systematic fashion, sane basie elements of fil

tering circuit theory. We start with a brief discussion of linearity,

time invariance and causality. Thereafter we present sene features

of analog and digital filtering theory. 'Ihe z-transfonn, of central

ilnp:Jrtance in studies of digital filters, is briefly treated.

Needless to say, any presentation within the srope of these lectures

ITUst necessarily be a rather c:x:npressoo, elerrentary and descriptive

aceount of a subject matter which covers a wide area 00t.h in theory

and in applications.

11.1 Linearity, time invariance and causaiity

Consider the follON'ing transducer circuit where the output tenninal

effect, g It), is deteJ:mined uniquely by the input f It) •

f(t) ~I X 1__q_It_I_.

Figure 1l.1 Transducer circuit

'Ihe outpJt can be represented by

g Itl ~ Jl [fit)] (1l.1)

){ is an operator, signifying the law of determining g (t) fran the

input f (t). 'Ihe operator is linear if the circuit obeys the super

position principle:
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'Ihe systen is ti.Ire invariant if the pararreters of the systen are

independent of tine. 'l'hen we rray write:

(11.3)

where t 1 is an arbltrary oonstant.

For the follON'ing discussion consider figure Il. 2

hit)

6 (t)

T

t

6 (t-T) H

hit-T)

T

f(T) dTh (t-T)

t

T
T

(11.4)

Figure 11. 2 r:erivation of supeq.osition theoran

h (t) designates the response of the network to an i..mp.llse funetien

ött) awlied at t=O. h(t-T ) is the oorresp:mding response to an i..rrpulse

OC'CUIring at T • An arbitrary function f (t) may be regarded as o:::rn

p::lsed of an infinile nrntber of inpllse functions of strength f(T)dt"

When the superp::>sition pri.nciple renains valid, the outpJt is ob-

tained by sumning up all the infinitesirnal outputs fran the begiJlning

to the tiIre t:

t

glt) ~ f flT) h(t-T)dT

a

By this procedure the output a~s as the srnrnation of the .....eighted

past. If fet) is zero outside the integration interval (alt), nothing

is changed by replacing the integration limits by (-eo,co). With this

rrodification we obtain:
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g(t) = J f(T) h(t -T)dT = J f(t -T) h(T)dT

Expression (1l.5) can also be written:

g(t) = f(t) • h(t) = h(t) • f(t)

(1l.5)

(1l.6)

The output is given as the folding (or convolution) of the input

signal with the net\oA::>rk's iJlp11se resp.mss function:

By Fourier transfomU..ng ooth sides of (1l.5) we obtain for a linear,

tirne-invariant systan:

G(w) = J g(t)e-jwtdt = F (w) H(w) (Il. 7)

In general a tirne-invariant system is descri.bed by a differential

equation with constant coefficients, whose solution consists of

bo.o parts: (i) the cx:mplE!Tental:y or transient solution arrl,

(ii) the driven or stead)':state solution. The Fourier transfonn

of the impulse resp:mse, H (w), is saretiIres tenned the systan

funetion, saTlE!tirres also freguency resp?nse function or the

transfer funetion of the systan, and corresp:mds to the steady

state solution of the differential eguation. r-bre generally the

transfer function is defined in tenns of the Iaplace transfonn

and the cc:rtplex variable

s = a + jw.

A systEm which cannot resJ.XInd to a signal prior to i ts application

is termed a causal 5ystan. For such a systan

h(t - T) = O for t < t

11.2 Linear, analog filters

(1l.8)

In the follaYing we asstm'e that our filters are ideal, in the sense

that they pass a part of the input spectra unattenuated and reject

the unwanted parts ccrrpletely. Any practical circuit can only awro

ximate this behaviour.
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In the ideal case the outplt is a t.irre delayed, scaled replica of the

input:

g(t) = K [flt - T) J
By Fburier transformation:

G (w) = K e-j",-rF (w) = H (w) F (w)

The system function is:

H(w) = K e-jWT = K e- j0 (w)

(11.9)

(11.10)

(11.11)

The filter is aJlF1itude - distorted if K var1es over the pass-barrl.

Phase-distortion results when e(w) varies in a oonlinear fashion.

In the following illustrations we shc:M the frequency res];X)nSes for a set

of oonventional, ideal filters.

11.2.1~s filter

The transfer function is written

H(f) = K rect ( -L- )e-j2nfT

2fo

(11.12)

=
{

lOwhere rect ( -L- )
2fo

11.2.2 Highpas§l?andstgp

for

~or

Ifl < f- o

Ifl > f o

(11.13)

Fbr the transfer functions of the ~ filter types we have:
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Highpass: H(f) ~ K [l-rect (-L )J e -j2Trf1" (11.14)
2fo

H(f) = K [l - rect
f-f

( f::l Je-j2rrfTBandstop: (-2) - rect ULlS)
f o

The characteristics are grar:hically displayed in figure 11.4.

-f
o

K

lIighpass
~H(f)

K

Bandstop

Figure 11.4 Highpass and bandstop characteristics

11.2.3 Bandpass filter

The ideal bandpass characteristic is given by:

[

f-fl f+fl ] _ "2rrfT
H(f) = K rect ( _ ) + rect ( --) e J

f o f o

Resp:>nse characteristics are sl'1o.om in figure 1l.5.

(11.16)
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-f
l

FigurB 11.5 Bandpass filter characteristics

'1he envelope of the bandpass filter, sUf€rpJsed on the high

frequency signal cos ~7Tfl (t-T) I is similar to the inpulse response

of the lCMpaSs filter.

11.2.4 causaiity

None of the filters referred to in 11.2.1 to 11.2.3 are causal

filters. 'Iheir .inpulse responses are found to extend beyond

t < O. The filters are, therefore, not physically realizable.

HcMever, for foT », the tall of the impulse response exterrling

to negative values of t may be negligible and without any prac

tical significance. In general, if h(t) = O for t < O, the fre

quency resJ:X)nse extends beyond the band limits, with ripples

oceurring in the passband •

11.3 The e-transform

A nost iIrp:Jrtant tool for analysing linear, discrete, time

invariant systems is the z-transfo:rm, which for sarrpled, continuous

ti.rre waveforrns is defined as:

F (z) ~ L f (nT) z-n

n~

(11.17)
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where T is the time between consocutive sanples and z is a cx:nplex

quantity. f (nT) derotes the sequence of sarnpled values. With unit

ti.Jre interval between samples the se::JUence becanes f (o). In this

case the sampling time: is numerically equal to the t.i..ne index n.

With a few exceptions we will use this notation in the follCMing.

A sequence does fX)t necessarily arise fran sarrpling oontinuous

waveforms. On sane occasions f (o) will only be definecl for integer

values of n. It is custarary, though, even in such cases, to refer

to f(n) as the n-th sample value.

In rratheroatical parlance F(z) is the laurent series expansion of

F(z) around z = O, the coefficients of the series l:eing given by the

sarrq:>ling sequence f (n). Fbr a causal signal, with f (o) = O for n < O,

the expansion becates:

F(z) r f(n)z-n

0=0

(1l.18)

In figure 11.6 we illustrate the creation of the z-transfOIm of a causal

sequence.

fln)

-" - - - -.-

o
l

l 2
-l -2z z

3 4
-3 -4z z

5 6 7
-5 -6 -7

z z z

Figure 1l.6 Procedure for establishing the z-transfonn for a

causal signal. Each sarrple is multiplied with an

exponential of (l/z), the exronent given by the

time in:1ex

Elquations (1l.17) and (1l.18) are cemronly tenred the t:w:>-sided

(or bilateral) and one-sided. z-transforms respectively.
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Readers who have v.orked with the Laplace-transforrration, knc:1tJ' that

stable networks have their poles in the left half of the s-plane

(wheres=a+jw).

Taking

z = eSf (1l.19)

the left half of the s-plane maps inte an area 1::x:>unded by a circle

in the z-plane, the circle itself corresponding to s = jw.

For a stable digital filter all poles are within the unity circle
in the z-plane.

ju>

~
// (k+1)w

s jv

~/ kws

s-plane z-plane
/

l
// /

a
/ u

/'

~ j/
/ //;;

/~/'/ ./

/

Figure 11.7 Transition fran s-plane to z-plane

Nate that an increase of the angular frequency fran kws to (k+llws '

where Ws = 211f5 = 211 /T, corres}X)nds to one cx:nplete rotation along

the unity circle in the z-plane.

Consider the convolution of two sequences, f(n) and s{n):

gIn) = 'f(k)s(n - k)

k~

(11.20)
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'I11e z-transform becares:

G(z) = ~ g(n)z-n = ~ f(k)z-k ~ s(p)z-p

G(z) = F(z)5(z)

(11.21)

(11. 22)

The transform of the convolution of b.o sequences is the proo.uct

of the transfoDTlS of each sequence.

Equation (11.22), terrned the discre~tirne convolution theoran, is

the basis for a treat:ment of digital filtering.

A few useful transform relationships are canpiled in table 11.1.

5eauence z-transform TheorelV'Ranarks

f (n) F(z)

5(n) 5 (z)

a f(n) + b s (n) a F(z) + b 5 (z) Linearity

f{n + no) zno F(z) Shiit of sequence

an f (n) F (a-lz) Multiplication by exp:mential sequence

f(n) * s(n) F(z) 5(z) Convolution of sequences

n f(n) -z d F(z)/dz Differentiation of F(z}

Table 11.1 z-transfonns

Consider a discrete-time systen with input f (n) and output g (n) .

'Ihe outp..1t can be represented by the difference equation:

N

g(n) = ~ ~ f(n - kl

k=O

M

- ~ ~ g(n - k)

k=l

(11.23)
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or equivdlently:

M

L ~ gin - k)

k=O

with bo = 1.

N

= L"k fln - k)

k=O

(11.24)

Taking the z-transform of both sides of equation (11.23) yields:

Glz)

N

= Flz) L "k

k=O

-kz

M

- G(z) L ~

k=l

-kz 111.25)

Intrexlucing U1e z-transfarIn, H (z), of the irrpulse-response:

N -k N -k
~

k:O"k
z L "k z

H(Z) L hin)
-n _ Glz) _ k=O (11.26)= z ---- ~

n=O F(z) M -k M -kl + r ~ z
k:O~

z
k=l

Here the .iIrpulse-response has been derived by transformi..ng the diffe

rencc -lu.aLior. Con'lcrscly, a jiscn~tc-tiJoo systan which has an ~

pulse-resfOnse given as a ratia of fOlynanials, as in equation (11.26),

is described by d consta.n.t coefficient difference equation.

Given a z-transfam it may be desirable to transfonTl back to the

original sequence. Fonmlly the inverse z-transform is given by the

contour integral:

fln) l

2nj

< n-l
'Y F(z)z dz

c

(Il. 27)

c being a clQsed contour in the region of canvergence of F(z),

eneireling z = O. Fran canplex funetton theory we knc:M that the

integral may be evaluatcd as the SlIll of the residues of F(z) zn-1
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at the poles within c. If the z-transfol1ll is given as a p::Mer

series

F(z) =
-nf (n) z (11.28)

1.'1\.
••

11.4

we nate that f (n) is sinl;)ly given as the ooefficient of the tenn

involving z-n. Other methods for evaluating the inversc z-transfonn

are also available. 'Ihe meth::xls are listed belaw:

- By using the residue theoreu

- By po.-Jer series expansion

By partial fractional expansion of F(z}

- By long division.

Digital filters

A digital filter is a device which inplanents an algorithm for

oonverting a sequence f (o) inta another sequence g (n). A digital

filter consists of multipliers, delay cireuitries and adders,

rather than resistors, capacitors and operational anplifiers, fran

which conventionai analog' filters are cxmstructed.

Frequently several options are available for realizing the algo

ritJuns, including a variety of hardware and software solutions.

Which solution shal1 be seleeted, often depends up:>Tl econany arrl

the required precision. Any practicalsystan will have finite

length registers and the "ollowinq reduction ln orecision is a nrin'ary

problen for the filter designer.

Festricting our study to linear, tiIre-illvariant filters or proces

sors we let the relationship expressed by equation (11.23) rep~

sent our systen. We nate imnediately that~ t O for sane value

of k, the output depmds up:?n the present vaIue of the input, as weIl

as up::m the preceding values of both input and output. In this case

the system is said to be recurslve. If ~ = O for k = l, 2, ••• , N,

the system is caIled nonrecursive. A nonrecursive system is saTe

ti..rres denoted a transversal filter or, if N is finite, a finite

duration i.npu1se response filter (FIR).
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If G(z) (equation (11.25» cannot be reduced to a po1yranial of

finite degree in z-1, then g (nJ has an infinite duration and the

filter is frequently designated an infinite-duration inpulse re

sf:OnSe filter (TIR).

In digital filtering the pn:x::esses take place in the time: dc:m3.in.

Digital filters are, therefore, sanetime:s called tiITe-d::rna.in fil

ters.

It folIONS fran the classification criteria ooted a.b:Jve that non

recursive filters are without feedback. Such filters are inherently

stable. Recursive filters operate with sane kind of feedback pa.ths

and, as with similar analog structures, the stability of the filters

depends up:m the gain of the feedback loop.

A scharatic nodel of a filtering arrangarent is~ in figure 11.8 ..

ln this case the filter aets on a sequence crea.ted by sarrpling a

continuous waveform. It rray be ooted that digital fiItering sanetime:s

is applied to processing data with no time: dependence.

fet)
SAMPLE'<

f(kT) DIGITAL g(kT) PC6'I'-FILTERING Y (t)
FILTER PIOSESSING

Figure 11.8 Model of filter system

As stated hefare, there are numerous ways of awroxirnating a desired

filter characteristic. It will, hoNever, be beyond the scope of these

lectures to go inta a detailed presentation of design principles

or practicable realization modes.

Fbr ~ = O ( k = 1, 2, ... ) equation (11.23) descril:es a oonrecursive
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structure. Since the output sequence 1s given by the oonvolution of

the input- and the p.llse response sequences, we have

g (n) L h (m) t (n-m) (11.29)

Assl.lIl'lifl9 that: hem) = O for ffi < O and for ffi > N-l the equation

becanes:

N-1

g(n} ~ L am t(n-m}

ITFO

(11.30)

'the sehare in figure 11.9 implE31'lents this relation by a tar:p:d delay

line.

-l -l ----- - -lz z z

.... ... ....
( ao) ( al) ( a2 ) ("N-l).... Y Y T

SlM'1ER

Figure Il. 9 Nonrecursive filter (transversal filter)

The response of the filter is detennined by the setting of the

gams aO' aJ' ..••.. Nate that 1:x>xes containing the syrrbol z-l

represent one-unit ti.m9 delays, in practice they are i..nvlarented

by shift registers.

Transversal filters can be designed to have procise I;hase charac

teristics. Their disadvantage, 1::>ecaning less series with the rapid

advance of large-scale integration, is the large nurrber of mu1ti

pliers and delay elerents needed.

A schene for realizing the general differenee equation (11.23) is

given in figure ll.l0. The configuration shoNn is an example of the

so-called "direct fonn 1" of digital filter design.
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f (n) (n)

-~-1 -~-2

Figure 11.10 Direct form l

The z-transform of the filter L5 described by equat10n (11.26).

It is [-Ossible to r~rite this equation in different fanns, all~.ing

for alternative filter realizations, many of which are descri.bed in

literature referenced at the errl of this chapter.

11.4 .. 1 Sare general design considerations

'Ihe illr.ort.1nt role OF lie Laplace transfonnation in analog cireuit

design is 1,1Pll ec;t.'lbli!ö=hed. In tenns of this transformation the

systan's transfel.- fum:tJ.on js wri'tten:

H(s) = J
O

-stf (1.) p ,lt (11.30)

where s = 6 + jw

The behaviour of the system is largely detennined by the lcx::ations

of the };Oles in ZeIn1" in the canplex s-pl.~, stable circuits having

their {Xlles in the left half-pJnne. For digital filters the locations

of IXJles and zeros in the z-plane are of equal i.lTp:>rtance.

As stated in section 1l.3, the lefthand half of the s-plane maps

inta the interior of the unit circle in the z-plane. In the s-plane
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frequency is represented by a p:>int on the imaginary axis; in the

z-plane frequency is g1ven by a tx>int on the un1 t circle. zero

frequency corres];Onds to the I;Clint +1, a quarter of the sarrpling

frcquency to +j etc. Once the p::>sitions of the poles arx:l zeros

inside the unit circle are defined, the frequency res{X)JlSe of the

netw:Jrk m'ly be determined by the J.X)le arrl zero vectors as indicated

in figure 11.11.

_double zero

Figure 11.11 Grar;:hical determination of frequency response.

Amplitude response a
2/be. Nate that resp:>nse

peaks in the vicini ty of the poles.

Although digital filters rn.a.y be designed without referenee to analog

equivalents, it is a camon procedure to start with an analog filter

and subsequently derive the coefficients of the digital <x>unterpart

by convenient analog-digital transfonrations. Text:lx:oks usually list

four specific transfonning tochniques:

- Bilateral transforrration

- Inp.1lse invariant transformation

- Mapping of differentials

- Matched z-transfonn technique

Here we shall have no occasion to discuss the me:rits of the various

techniques .. Suffice il to briefly indicate the procedure involved

in the use of the impulse invariance method.

'Ihe transfer function of an ro th-order ailaloq .filter tre.y be expanded

in terms of partiaI fractions:
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M

Hals) ~ ~
c i (Il. 31)---

i~l g+si

By use of the inverse Laplace transform:

M -S.t
1r. c le

1=1

(11.32)

'Ille intJulse resronse sequence of the digital filter is derived fran

the resp:>rlsc of the analog filter:

" -s.n T
hIn) = tia (nT) ~

1
~ CC

1
i~l

we obtain for H (z) :

M -s.nTro

H(z) ~ ( ~
1 ) -n

~ c.e z
1

n=O i~l

U1.33)

(11.34)

M

H(z) = ~

i~l

(11.35)

By ccnparinq U1.3';) and U1.31) '.... Und the mawin9 relation:

l

s+a+ib

l
-aT -ibT -l

l - e e z
(Il. 36)

A straightforward awroach in designing FIR filters is to truncate

an ideal inpJlse response (of infinite duration) by use of a finite
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duration wi..n<:lo.ol w (n) :

hIn) = hd (n) w(n) (11. 37)

where hd (n) represents the ideal resp:mse sequence. "Direet" trun

cation (aw1ied in eq. 11.30) corresponds to a rec:tangular wi..rrlcM

with no nodification of the irrpulse sequence E'J'lbraCErl by the w.indcM.

r-1a.thanatic<llly the creauuent of wi..nd<::Ms poses problems identical

with those rret in studies of convergence in the theOl:Y of Fourier

series. The shape arrl duration of the windc:M is often detennined

by a trade-off between a desire to have w (n) as short as IXJssible

and the requirerrent to keep the windON I s frequency spectrum narn:M

to accurately reproduce the wanted frequency resfOnse. Interested

readers will find various w.indc1.v fenns descri.bed in the literature.

11.5 same realizable filter EYPes

Here we briefly present the characteristics of sare well-proven

filter designs, used in analog circuits and also applied. as base

structures for analog-digital transforoations in the construction of

digital filters.

(1) 8utterworth filters

The filter characteristics can 00 approxiJnately descri.bed by an

n th-order (ButteIWOrth) fX?lyncmial, Bn (w) , in w, being rraxi

nally flat at the origin, rreaning that as many derivatives of the

J;.Olyncrnial as FOssible go to zero as w -+ O. Fbr the But~rth

lCM-pass fil ter the frequency-resp:mse is:

1H (w) I = l

(f/f /n
o

(11.38)
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4
8

W
Wo

Figure 11.12 Arrplitude characteristics as funetien of n

'Ihe Butterworth approximation is seen to be rrathEm3tically siJTple,

rot has a clear disadvantage in the slow transition bet:\Een the pass

and the stop-bands.

(ii) Tchebycheff filters

'!be squared magnitude of the transfer funetion for this filter type is

written

IH(w) 12 ~ l

1+ &2T 2(f/f )
n o

(11.39)

where t ls a constant and T (s) is the so-called Tchebycheff polyranial
n

of degree n. Bor 151< 1:

T
n

(s) = 005 ( n Are cos s) (11.40)

'!lle class of Tchebycheff filters has the property that the error of the

awrox.i.rnation is uniformly distributed over the passband or the stq:band
or both. Pesponse graIbs for various values of n are shcJ,.m in figure 11.13.
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IH (w)12 n odd n even

I
I

l+ fl
I
I
I
I
I

I ____ -l-

"
l

w
l

ww wr r

Figure 11.13 Resp::mse curves for Tchebycheff lCM-pass filtelS

(iii) Elliptic filters

'I11e resPJnse characteristics for this class of fil ters are g1ven by

formula (11.39) with the po1yncrnial Tfl (Ufo) rep1aced by a ratio of

g?lynanials. '!be elliptic filters are characterize::l by equiripple

rragnitude resp:mses both in the passband and in the stotDand arrl

a rapid transition between the tv.o bands (see figure 11.14).

IH(W)! n odd n even
I
I

,~
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

\ I I
-;.> ---T- ---,I., l.'

W W wp Wsp s

Figure 11.14 Magnitude-squaL~response of elliptical filters
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11.6 Opti.ml.ml filtering under noisy condltions

In this section we surmarily descril:e two filter types which are

both designed for optim..Jm perfonnance, according to er!teria to

be cited, in a noisy envirol1ITeflt. 'Ihe first is the rratched filter

arrl the seeond the so-called optim.Jm linear filter.

11.6.1 Matchad filters

Matched filter theory was treated in fair depth by I.eppänen at the

Abisko-rreeting in M>rch 1979 (Volure I of the neeting reFOrt). 'Il1e

presentation here is included for canpleteness and <Des not pretend.

rrore than underlining a few basic properties of this filter category.

'I'ne JMtched filter has the proIJl'=rty of maxi.mi.zing the signal-to-ooise

ratio at the outp.1t at a given tirre. 'Ihe input is a kn::Mn (detenni

nistie) signal, s(t), coITIlpted by noise, n(t). 'Ihe optirnizing procedure

does rot generally allCM for a reproCluction of the signal fonn. '!be

prirrary airn is to recognize whether the signal is present in the

noisy envirol"llrent.

f(t) = sit) + nit) LINEAR FILTER

H (f)

Figure 11.15 SChematic model

'Ihe noise is assurred to be stationary and white, the latter teon

rneaning that the spectral density is uniform.

We den:>te the outPJt signal spectrl.ln
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(11.411

where H (f) is to be optimized. By ta}dng the Fourier transform:

00 00

g(tl = J G(f)ej2nftdf = J F(f) H(f)ej2nftdf (11.42)

we wish to maximize the envelOfe of the resp:mse, assure::l to have its

ma.ximum at to.

00

(11.43)

With Nin being the input noise IXJWer r.er unit 'harrl:...idth, we nay

write for the mean noise at the output (N. is here the bo-sidErl
ID

sJ?eCt.rurn, defined for p:>sitive and negative frequ.enciesl :

00

N = (11.44)

By the Schwartz' inequality in ccrrplex function theory T,o,e have:

00 00 00

(11.45:

The first integral on the right represents the energy, S, of the

incan.ing signal, assmred to 00 finite; the second integral is

2N/Nin. We obtain:

N
= s <

N
(11.46)

The equality sign in (11. 45) applies for

* -j2TTft
H(f) = K F(f) e o (11.47)
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where K is a a:>nstant scale factor . ~ is the delay insert.eJ to make the

filter rea!izable.

Fran Expression (11.46) we firrl that the optimum signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) at the outp.lt is twice the signal energy divided by the

inp.1t sfeCtral noise density per unit bandwidth. The SNR does not

depend up.m the p:rrticular signal waveforrn chosen.

Without i.mfx:>sing any loss in the generality of the treat:rrent we

set K in (11.47) equa1 to L By inserting (11.47) in (11.42) we

have:

g(t) =
j2nf(t-t )

f IF(f)1
2 e o df (11.48)

We nete that the rn3XinuJm signal output is obtained for t = to:

(11.49)

'.fue peak value of g (t) is thus found to be independent of to.

The occurence of the p::ak output nay consequently be varied by
adjusting the phase tenn of the matched filter characteristic.

By Fourier transforming (11.47) we find the inpJlse resp:mse of

the rratched filter:

h(t) •= f (to - t) (11.50)

f(t h(t)

""---------'--- t t
t -to l

Figure 11.16 Signal and its matched filter response
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Ne nate that the i..rlpllse re5p)f1se of the rratched filter is a t:iJre

inversed replica of the inPJt signal, neaning that the structure

of the filter is deteImined by the properties of the transmitted

waveform. To rrake the filter physically realizable a tiJre delay

to ( > t
l

) must be introduced.

'Ihe output signal can be written as the oonvolution of the i..np.Jt,

f(t), with hl-t),

(11.51)

1.011 (t - to) is the delayed autocorrelation function of the inplt signal,

h.clVing its lffiXiroum value for t = to'

In radar operational systems matched filters are usually applied in

conjunction with~ canpression wavefontlS. A sinple carpression

scheme is depicted in figure 11.17.

t

, fl
f 2
~ f 3

f 4
f S

f 6

I
t

y_Signal Dela
amplitude

• 7 ~

fl f 2 f) f 4 f S f 6

- - T

Figure 11.17 Crirp radar signal and delay equalizer

'Ihe transmitted waveform consists of adjacent short pllses each of

a unique carrier frequency, f . lJIxm re:::eption the pulses are de-
n

layed as srom in the righthand sketch, the first frequency having the

longest delay. Since the nev...ork is asS\.J'lled to preserve the signal

energy, the carpressed peak~ OO11ds up to the level:

Po = P. 1: = p D
l 7 i (11. 52)
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where Pi is the peak p::Mer of the inp,lt p.11se am T/T the OO!J?ression

ratia.

Practical chirp systems utilizes linearly swept frequencies instead

of discrete frey,-uency patterns. Altemative pulse CXITlpression schares

are designed for phase-coded wavefonns, an example of which t:eing

shown in figure 11.18.

+1

-l

+1

-l

VIDE))

RF

I fl fl 1\

I

V " V VV \f

t

t

Figure 11.18 Phase-ccx:led signal. Note that pulse amplitudes of

+ l or - l oorrespond to carrier signal phases of

0° or 1800 respectivcly

'Ihe illustrated wavefonn is a so-called 13 bit Barker sequence.

Barker oodes are the rrost frequently applied binary codes. 'lhey

are characterized by sidelobes falling betwee.n +1 and -1 and a

main 1000 amplitude N, where N detlOtes nurnber of bits in the sequence.

The autooorrelation function for N=13 is given in figure 11.19.
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N

l

-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 O 2 r. 6 8 10 12

Figure IL 19 Autex:x:>rrelalion function for 13-bit Barker code

'Ihe range resolution offered by the fW-se carpression techn1que

oorresp:mds to the width of the elarent p.l1se of the c:x:de. At the

sarre tirre the main lobe arrplitud.e of the received signal, represents

the energy of the carp:>site p,ilse. In this way a target detectability

is obtained which other..;ise v.uuld oorrespond to a transmitted pulse

:r;:ower much higher than that actually radiated.

In ionospheric applications the variability of the scatter nediun rray

cause a problem. 'Ihe matched filter technique will only \o.Urk \oJhen the

correlation ti.rre of the scatter 1redium is larser than the ti.ma spanned

by the coded seguence. In practice Iittle degradat10n is introduced

if the C.'CIl'lpJsite pulse length is less than the t..i.ne to the first zero

crossing of the autex:x:>rrelation function of the scatter nedium (Grey

and Farley, 1973).

Another prå:llan is that the sidelobes of the MF autcxx:>rrelation fune

tien may mask weak echcles which rnay occur in a situatioo with rrultiple

scattering .

In the receiver chain the matched filter ney ~rk at the IF-stage or

at tI1e baseband leve!. 'Ihe latter application has been adopted in the

EISCAT systen, as sch€!natically indicated in the figure belav.
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-{~'ER H~~ Hm~roR ~
I

1 ._._. I

Figure 11.19 Matched filter p:>sition in the EISCAT receiver system

For !TOre details on the technical realization of the EISCAT filter

we refer to the proceedings of the ammal review rreeting at Abisoo,

March 1979 (volume II).

11.6.2 Optimal linear filter

In applications with matched filters the form of the unoorrupted

signal is knONl1. '!his is not the case with the filter we consider

in this sectlon. The objective of the optim:ll linear filter, as we

here understand it, is to provide the best Ut or the best estimate

of a randan (stokastic) signal, "best fit" or "!:::>est estimate" being

understcx::d in tenns of minimum rrean-square error. It is noted that

the problE!Il dealt with in this section belongs to the area of sta

tistical filtering where probability theory provides the rratharatical

appara tus for fonnulating the solutions.

f
i

(t)

Noise t
n

(t)

t '------...

J\ctually observerl f
o

(t)

Lag

Figure 11. 20 Optimum fil tering
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The input signal, f i (t), generally oonsists of a message fm(t) and

noise f (t). At the output one measures a signal f (t). The desired
n o

output is fd(t). In general the actually measured output differs

fran the desired output. The problen is to find a linear system with

an impulse response h (t) which is such that the rrean-square enar

T/2

,2 (t) lim l f (f
o

(t) - f
d

(T» 2dt=
T -T/2

T~

(Il. 53)

is minirnized. We shall not go into discussion of the mathematics of

the problan. lt rray be sl=-m (see f.inst. Lee. 1960) that the problan

art'OlUlts to finding the inpulse response which satisfies the so-called.

Wiener-Hopf eguation:

(11.54)

Here tJ) •• (T) is the autocorrelation flUlction of the inp.lt signal;
n

!.P
id

(T) denotes the crosscorrelation between the input and the de-

sired output. In an alternative fonnu1ation the Wiener-Hopf condi

tian states that the inpulse resp:::mse is optimal if, for all time

displace:mants, tJle error is unrorrelated with the input signal.

For a non-causa l filter ( h(o) '" O for (J < O) equation (11.54)

can re Fourier transformed and we obtain:

(11.55)

In this case the filter utilizes t'oth past and future input values.

It nay have a practical significance when the filtering is carried

out off-line, with stored signals.

For a causal filter we have:
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f hopt(O)"'ii (T - o)do
O

T > O (11.56)

If f
i

(t) is white (implying a constant effect spectrum), "'ii (T) = O(T):

"'id (T) =

f hopt(O)oii(T - o)do

O

(Il. 57)

(11.58)

Generally f
i

(t) is not white. It may be shoml, ho,.,rever, that for rational

spectra a filter can be found, rraJd.ng the output white when f. (t) is fed
1

in. The solution to the filter problan in this case can be envisaged as a

cascade arrangement of the whitening circuitry, with output g (t), followed

by a netw:Jrk whose ilrpJlse response is given by the equation:

forT> O
(11.59)

for T < O

NHITENING OPTI/>UM
f i (t) g(t)

LINEI\R
fo(t

FILTER
FILTER

Figure 11. 21 Optima.l filter preceded by a whitening network
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11.7 Exarrples and c:x:mrents

(i) Digital feedback systen

Consider the following arrangerent :

(n) + x(n) - ky(n-l) y (n)

-

Unit Constant
delay k

x

Figure 11.22 Schematic of digital feedback system

'Ihe impulse responses (input 1), with the correSJ;X)nding z-transfonns,

for the constant- and tmit delay - boxes are:

T1'Tn""'oI,l se response z -transforrn

constant box k, O, O, k + Ox z-.l + O x -L
=kZ ••••

unit delay box O, l, O, zO + l x
-l -2 -l

O x z + O x z =z

'!tie fW1Ciarrental equation becares:

y(n) = x(n) - k y(n - l) (11. 60)

z -transform:

-l
Ylz) = Xlz) - k z Ylz) 111. 61)

Transfer function:

Flz)
y (z)

=
Xlz)

= l 111.62)

Yln-l) in equation (11.60) may be expressed in terms of xln-l) and

yln-2),
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y(n) = x(n) - k [x(n-l) - k yln-2l]

By continuing the substitution:

2= x(n) - k x(n-l) + k y (n-2) (11.63)

2 3y(n) = x(n) - k x(n-l) + k x(n-2) - k x(n-3) + ....

If Ik I < l the sequence

(1l.64)

2 J1,-k, k l-k , .

terrls to zero and the closerl loop systan is stable.

!.et U5 as a mrrerical exarrt'le select k := O. 5. At time irrlex 2 we

have:

y12\ = x(2) - 0.5x(1) + 0.25x(0) - 0.125x(-1) + •..•

On the other haOO, if Ikl > I, the systen is unstable and the fee:i

back groNS with respect to time.

If for sane reason OUT system feedba.ck aITq?lification rcust rmain > 1,

then we can only obtain stability with respect to future tUre. In

practical terms this implies that we have to delay our systen ootpJt.

Going back to 111.60) and considering future lnf>Jt values:

y In-l) = l xln) _
k

1
2

x(n+l) +
k

13 x(n+3) + ..••
k

(11.65)

selecting k 2 as a mxreri('..a~ ex.amplA:

y (n-l) ~ 0.5x(n) - 0.25x(n+l) + 0.125x(n+3) + ....

nus series is cc:mrergent.
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(ii) M3r0ry and anticipaUon

we k:no,..r that an output se:JUence of a ne~rk is given by the oon

'VOlution of the input- and pulse resp:mse sequences (expression 11. 29) :

g(n) = L h (m) x(n - m) (11.66)

With h (m) = O for ro < O \<Je find that the operator coefficients only

operate on present and past values of the input. 'I11e i.np.ll.se response

function in this case may therefore be terrred the mE!TOry function of

the filter.

When h (m) = O for ro > O the convolution foDlUl1a becaoos:

-1

y(n) = L h(m) x(n - m) (11.67)

In this case the non-vanishing values of the operator coefficients

only operate on future values of the input and the iInp.llse function

may be tenred the anticipation function of the digital filter. As

explained in the preceding exarrple, the operation represented by the

anticipation function presupp:>ses that the carrpJtation has been de

layed until the needed values of the future i.npJts are available.

(iii) Deconvolution

A camon practical problem is the follONing: Given a wave sequence

which has undergone convolution. Find the original signal.

We first discuss the problem for a 2-1ength nerory systernb (O),

b OJ, and thereafter indicate the solution of the problem of decon

volution of a waveform of arbitrary length.

~ b*xlf---'Y-I a*y~

Figure 11.23 SChematic display of oonvolution and dea::mvolution process
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Without loss of generality we assure: b(O)=l and b(l)=k.

Fran the tarrlan arrangarent sho,..ln in figure 11.23 we have:

x= a*b*x=6*x (11.68)

1he problem ronsists of finding the sequence a (O), a (l), a (2) ••••

such that the convolution

(alO), a(l), a(2) .... ) • (l, k) = (l, O, O, .... )

In terms of z-transfomtS:

-l -2
a(O) + a(l)z + a(2)z

By a series developlTJel1t:

(11.69)

l -l 2 -2 3 -3
= l-kz + k z - k 2 + .... (11. 70)

which gives:

a (n) - f O
- (-k) n

for 11 = -1,-2,

for n = O, l, 2, ....
(11.71)

'Ib retrieve the original signal the inyerse D"flI'Ql;;;Y funetion, a,

llllSt be infinitely long. 1he truncation error introduced in practi

cal applications will depend upJn the value of k. For lk l > l

stability problems arise.

In the norc ~ral case the original signal has been oonvolved

by a response funetien having an arbitrary length:
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b = {b(o). bIl). .... b(n)~

with z-transfonn:

( ) -1 -n
B z = brO) + bIl) z + .... + bIn) z

By factorization:

(11.72)

(11.73)

B (z) = (11.74)

Since multiplying p:Jlynanials arrounts to canvolving their coefficients:

A I::ox with a long 1'l'll3TOry function is equivalent to a sequence of l:xJxes

with 2-1ength Tl'lE!TOry functions.

Input Output
------=.-jb(Q) ,bIl) ,b(2), .••. ,b(n)

Figure 11.24 Equivalent systems
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A numerica1 example: 'll1e rnern::>ry function 4, 12, 5 has the z -transfoDn

-l -2
4 + 12 z + 5 z

which rray be factorerl as

By the pJlynanial division:

l

b(O) + b(1)z-1 + -- + b(n) -nz

(il.75)

(11.76)

(11. 77)

the coefficient of the sequence being the inverse of b are found.

Altematively, the inverse of each 2-1ength wavelet is derived. By

convolving these together the desired. inverse resp::mse coefflcients

may be obtained.

(iv) Sane practical consideratioos in the design of digital filters

As mentioned hefare in this chapter it is a caT1T'ClI11y used design pro

cedure to derive digital filter coefficients by a transfontation fran

analog filter devices. Section 11. 4.1 lists four specific transfoma

tion techniques.

The methoo of rrapping differentials, transforms a stable continuous

systan inte a stable discrete systen. It does not, hcwever, have the

desired property that the contint.l<XlS frequrncy axis (the Jrnaginary

axis in the s-plane) rraps into the unit circle in the z-plane. 'Ihe

teehnique does not ar;pea.r to be m..1Ch used in digitizing analog filters.

'ilie .i..rrq:ulse invariant methcxi and the matched z -transfo:r:m technique are

quite similar. Fbr an analog' filter re5IXJnse, h (t), the z-transfonn,

H (z), with the irnp..l1se invariant rre.thcrl, is obtained by tak.ing the

z-transform of the sarnpled version, h (nT) , of the imp..llse resp:::nse.

Mathematical1y the rep1acarent is described by (11. 36). The matched
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z-transfonn gives the sarre p:lles as the inpllse invariant technique,

hut the zeros are different. Both rrethods are subject to aliasing, which

may seriously distort the transfer function when the critica1 frequen::y

is less than half the sarrpling frequency.

With the bilinear transfoDTlation the replacernent relation ls given by

the confornal mapping

s .. -l
l - z
l + z-1

(11.78)

In this case the irnaginary axis in the s-plane rnaps inte the unit

circle in such a way that the entire analClg' frB:Jlle11CY~ corre

sJ:X?nds to ~ rotation in the z-plane. This implies that aliasing does

not appear by use of the bilinear ffiaWing technique. Hcwever, the

analo:;r an:! the digital frequency variables, <!lA and (1)are interrelated

by the follCMing e:ruation

"'A ~ tan (tJr/2) (11.79)

which decri.bes a highly ronlinea.r relationship. In CCJt'q:le'lSating for

the frequency distortion, applying prewarping, the critical set of

digital cuteff frequencies are first specified. Subse:;IUeJltly these

frequencies are transformed to analCXJ eritica1 frequen::ies, using

(11.79). These latter frequencies spocify the analog filter which

in tum is applied to derive the digital filter coefficients.

As an example we consider the n-th order Butt.el."w;)rth filter with

squared amplitude response (11. 38) ,

l (11. 80)

Introducing w = s/j and. considering only the r:01es in the left-harrl

half plane (Tretterl, 1976) t we obtain:

H(S) = (11.81)
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Selecting the 3 dB cutoff frequency "'o ~ "'sl4 we obtain for the warped

frequency (Il. 79):

2nT
4T2

(Il. 82)

Specifying the Butterworth filter to be of 3rd order the PJles are

at -l am at e j2n/ 3 am e-j2n/ 3•

The transfer function becaoos:

H(S) = l (11.83)

am by the substitution s = (l - Z-l)/(l + Z-l)

H (z)
l

= "6
-3z (Il. 84)

which can be realized by the difference equation:

g (n) = i fln) + ~ fln - l) + ~ fln - 2)
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ANTENNAE

In this chapter we intend to describe some characteristics

of the EISCAT antennae. Parts of the antenna systems, notably

the UHF polarizer and the switchyard used in the VHF system,

are already dealt with in chapter 6 and 7 respectively.

For completeness and for turoriai purposes we start with a

few basic definitions and some excerpts of general antenna

theory. Thereafter we go on to describe specific features of

the EISCAT antennae, including a set of geometrical relation-

ships pertinent at the phase steering of the VHF antenna.

Towards the end of the chapter we briefly trea t the problem

of radiation hazard as related to the conditions near the

transmitting antennae at Ramfjordmoen. The final section pre-

sents the results of mapping the hari zon profile at the Ram-

fjordmoen site by passive and active measurements carried out

using the EISCAT UHF-antenna.

Definitions

A completely isotropic radiator, having uniform distribution

of radiation intensity in all directions, cannot be realized.

However, the concept serves a worthwhile purpose as a princi-

pal reference in antenna theory.

For any antenna the averaged total radiated power is repre-

sented by the integral:

= fP dS
S r

(12.1)
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where Pr denotes the averaged power denslty (watts/m2 ) on

the spherical surface S surrounding the antenna. For an 150-

tropic radiator:

=
4 n r~

where ro is the radius of the sphere.

(12.2)

The averaged isotropic radiation intensity, defined as the

average power per solid angle, is given as:

= 4 n
(12.3)

The antenna gal" function, GeO), general ly depends upan the

direction O (specified by aximuth $ ana elevation 0). It is

defined as:

=
(12.4)

where U(O) is the radiation intensity in the direction con-

sidered.

The antenna galn is represented by the maximum value attained

by expression (12.4):

= (12.5)

which is the ratia of maximum radiation intensity to the

radiation intensity of a lossless isotrope fed by the same

input power. The capability of the antenna in directing
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radiated power is given by the radiation pattern:

r(n) = (12.6)

Antenna
area A~

Available power P
t

•

J \
Incorning plane
wave, power den
sity Pr

Figure 12.1 Illustration of antenna aperture.

In figure 12.1 A signifies the geometrical area of an antenna.

Aph is the cross-sectional area seen by an incoming wave. The

antenna's capture~ or effective area describes the effi-

clency of the antenna in extracting energy from an incoming

wave and making this energy available at the terminal of a

matched receiver. If P
t

is the power availhab!e at the terminal.

we have:

= (12.7)

Pm is the component of the source radiation matching the

polarization of the antenna. Nate that the power density,

Pr' of the incoming wave is larger, or equal to, the rnatched

radiation, Pm 2 Pr· The proportional ity factor, Aeff , in

(12.7) is by definition the capture ~. We shou1d emphasize

that Aeff depends upon direction as weIl as upon the losses

incurred in transforming the intercepted wave energy into

terminal energy at the receiver input.
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An antenna aperture efficiency may be defined as:

~ = (12.8)

Generally n is between O and l. However, theoretically, in

supergain antennae, n may exceed l.

The effective area of an antenna and the galn are related as

follows (Schelkunoff, 1943):

=
G 'a A
4 •

(12.9)

12.2

It follows from the reciprocity theorem in electromagnetic

theory that characteristics like antenna galn, radiation

pattern and impedance remain the same irrespective of whether

the antenna is used for transmission or reception.

Diffraction integral and radiation zones

A transmitter antenna serves the function of converting guided

electromagnetic energy inta freely propagating waves, whereas

the receiving antenna has the opposite function. The mathe-

matical apparatus for describing the wave fields and the antenna

current distribution, be it the source of the waves or induced

by incoming radiation, is provided by Maxwell's equations. In

the source-free regio~ the wave fields, the electric or mag-

netic field intesities, are descrihed by the equation:

= o (12.10)

,
where k = 2 n/A, F denotes the vector field and ~ is the Laplace

operator:
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2 2 ,
2 a a av ~ + + (12.11)

2 2 2
ax ay az

Each rectangular component of the electric field (Ex' Ey ' Ez )

or the magnetic field (Hx ' Hy' Hz ) obeys the scalar Helrnholtz

equation:

2 2
v~+k~=O (12.12)

The Kirchoff's diffractlon integral follows from equation

(12.12) and Green's theorem (Rusch and Potter, 1970):

lY (x, y, z) =
-jkre

r
~)an dS (12.13)

Here ~ (x, y, z) signifies the field at the point of obser-

vation (x, y, z). SI is a bounded surface withing the medium,

which is assurned to be homogeneous and isotropic. d~/an is the

normal derivative of lY at the surface. r denotes the distance

from the incremental -element d~dn on 51 to the field point.

In applying relation (12.13) one must know the value of lY

and alV/an on the surface. Klrchoff's approximations assume

(i) lY and af/an are zero except in the openings
of 51"

(ii) The va lues of ~ and d~/an in theopenings are
those given by an incident wave without the pre
sence of screens or obstacles.

It may be ·shown that assumptions inherent in Kirchoff's

theory lead to mathematical inconsistencies (Jackson, 1975).

Moreover, the scalar nature of the approach limits the value
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of the diffraction integral in describing the vectorial

structure of the electromagnetic fields. However, in many

practical circumstances, with apertures being large compared

to the wavelength, the Kirchoff theory represents a good ap-

proximation to the results obtained by more rigorous treat-

ments. It serves as a basis for classical work s within the

field of geometrical optlcs and we will lise it in the follow

log in a brie f discussion of the traditlonal subdivision of

the field of aradiating structure.

We assume that the radiation is from a planar aperture as

shown in figure 12.2

n

x,y,z

8
z

Figure 12.2 Geometry of diffractlon field from a planar
aperture.

Assuming an illumination function

= (12.14)

.lo. *'1 dE;dnFo n

(12.15)

+ ok a~
J an-l

-)cosxr •
l= 4iiIII (x, y, z)

(12.13) may be transfarmed inta:

-jkr
e (Ok +

r J
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The traditional subdivision of the antenna field into three

regions stems from the mathematical sirnplifications intro-

duc ed to solve (12.15):

Near zone: this is the region in the irnrnediate neighbourhood

(r < A) of the antenna. No approximations are allowed in solv-

lng the integral in this darnain, in fact, the integral 1s itself

an approximation. Here the field is almost equal to the aper-

ture field, propagating along geometrical rays from the surface.

Fresnel zone:

At larger distances phase differences along different paths

cause fluctuations in the patterns. At the Rayleigh distance,

0.5D2 I A (D belog the largest dimension of the aperture),

the pattern changes from essentially parallel- to angular-beam

charaeteristie.

In the Fresnel region the following approximations are con-

sidered adequate:

eos X R:l

l/r

l/r

« k

l/R

eos 0

Differenees in distance from the observation point to the

radiating elemental areas are disregarded in assessing ampli-

tudes, but retained in the pahse terms. The diffraetion inte-

gral becomes.

'Y (x, y, z)
. -jkr

=Je f F (f; ,n)
2 A R

51

a~
) (eos e + an)

(12.16)
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Nate that with a constant-phase distribution over the aper-

ture 0$/0"= l.

An ~valuation of (12.16) for points along the axis of an

axisymmetrical aperture yields a field which oscillates as

the point recedes Qutwards. Figure 12.3 gives the relative

axial power density of a uniformly illuminated circular aperture.

(Bickmore and Hansen, 1959).
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,

0.4 0.6 1.0 x=z/(2D/\)

Figure 12.3 Strength ofaxialpower density relative to
aperture density for a circular, uniformly illu
mlnated, aperture

Fraunhofer region:

The boundary between the Fraunhofer region, or the radiation

zone, and the Fresnel darna in is determined by the requirement

that in this most remote region no phase differences shall

exceed A/l6 for a constant-phase illumination aeross an aper-

ture of maximum dimension D.
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4--------
d

Figure 12.4 Geometry for computing the boundary of the
Fraunhofer region.

According to figure 12.4:

~(D/2)2 + d 2 - d < A/16 (12.17)

Neglecting the term (A/16)2 yields for the boundary:

(12.18)

In the Fraunhofer region only polnts in the vicinity of the

antenna axls are cansidered. Hence, l + eos 0 ~ 2. Further-

more, all terms beyond the first order 1n the expansion of

r (distance) in the phase term are neglected. This gives for

a constant-phase aperture distribution, in spherical coordi-

nates:

If (x, y, z) exp {jksin 0 (I; cos ~ + ~ sin ~) } dF;d~

(12.19)

whlch is the Faurier trans form of the aperture distribution.

If the amplitude of the illumination function remains constant

the half-power beamwidth is faund to be BB = are sin (1.029 A/D).

The medium to be explored by the EISCAT facility will almost

exclusively be in the Fraunhofer regions of the antennae (the
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conceivable exception might be observations below an altitude

of 20 km with the VHF-system). The Fresnel diffraction rela-

tions are important, though, for an assessment of possible

radiation hazards on the ground in the neighbourhood of the

radiators. In general, mathematical analyses tend to become

intractable where the electric field changes abrupt ly over

short distances, for instance, at the edges of the reflectors,

at shadow boundaries and in areas where the rays are focussed.

This has a practical significance in that it complicates attempts

to reliably estimate the spillover from primaryor secondary

antenna feeds. We will return to this subject in a later section.

12.3 Measuring antenna gal0 by reception of signals from radio stars

According to formula (12.9) the antenna gain is given as

= (12.20)

If Sm is the flux of the standard source (in W/Hz), at the

polarization which matches that of the antenna, the measured

antenna temperature is:

= (12.21)

where k is Boltzman's constant and g is a factor specifying

the coupling between the source distribution and the antenna

(12.22)jTb (n) r (n) dn
n source

=

pattern (Kuzmin and Salomonovich, 1966).

JTb (Q) dn
n source

g

radiation
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Here Tb (O) denotes the brightness temperature of the SQurce,

defines as (page 39, volume I):

(12.23)

If the radio star is a point source and the measurernent is

made with the star on the main lobe axis, g = l and (12.21)

reduces to:

(12.24)

In general the temperature measurement with the star in the

main lobe includes alsa the contribution from the background

sky. This must be eliminated befare (12.24) can be applied.

The practical arrangements will depend upon the character-

istics of the receiver system. We will briefly consider two

cases, assuming that the antenna is prepositioned so as to

drift through the polar pattern of the source with the rota-

tion of the earth.

T +T +T
a !=iky syst ..........""":-_---,....

\

'--=.-f RECEIVER

From noise source

l!.dc t
-''-II

T +T /
sky sys t

\

t

Figure 12.5 Antenna calibration setup and typical drift
sean.
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(1) The receiver (radiometer) is linear with respect to power

(square-law detector)

Subtracting the output reading at the minimum between the

main lobe and the firat side-lobe (assuming zero contri

butian from the source at this point) from the reading at

the drift maximum yields.

(12.25)

fid a 15 here the pen deflection and Po (mm/dB) a scaling

facto r found by measuring the pen deflection caused by a

controlled change of the receiver galn.

By calibrating the readout with a hot/eold SQurce we

obtain:

(12.26)

where Thot- Tco1d =
be Tsky)' Combining

~T ada
Ta = -a 6.d

c

aT (nate that Tco1d can, for instance,

(12.25) and (12.26) gives,

(12.27)

If the galn is the same during the two sets of readings,

a = l.

(ii) Logarithmic receiver

In this case we derive the following

106da/(10Po)_ l

Ta ~ Tc l06dc !(lOPo)_ l

expression:

(12.28)

Te is a known noise impulse injected at the first interlobe

minimum. öde is the corresponding pen deflection.
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If the receiver is not strictly linear in power or in

the logarithmic sense over a wide dynamie range, it

may be desirable to per form the calibration both at

the signal minimum and at the maximum in the drift sean

(Westeriund, private communication).

The most commonly used radio star for antenna-calibra-

tion and measurements is Cassiopeia A. The actual strength

of this saurce seems to have been a matter of some con-

jecture. More recent publications (see Kildal, 1980)

gives the following relationship for the flux density,

with numerical constants:

F =
k n

Fe (_f_) [l + B(f)]
fe

(12.29)

12.4

12.4.1

Fe 3181 + 25 Jy at fe l GH z= - =

(l Jy = 10- 26 wm- 2 Hz-l)

k 0.792 + 0.006= - -

B(f) 0.0097 + 0.0005 (0.00126 + 0.00023) ln (fl= - - + -
Epoch to = 1965, frequency f is in GHz

The EISCAT UHF-antenna

The EISCAT UHF-antenna is of the Cassegrain type, comprising

a feed horn and two ref1ectors as shown in figure 12.6.
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Feed
horn

Suhreflecto

F

Figure 12.6 Schematic presentation of the Cassegrain
system.

Since the reflectors are surfaces of revolution their geo-

rnetry may be studied in a two-dimensional coordinate system.

We will derive the geometrical form of the two reflector sur-

faces. We divide the problem in two:

(i) First we seek the form which the main reflector
must have to convert a spherical incoming wave
to a plane wave propagating along the symmetry
axis.

(ii) Thereafter we address the problem of assesslng
the form of the subreflector, requiring that it
shall transform a spherical incoming wave, ema
nating from a point on the symmetry axis inta a
spherical wave propagating towards the main re
fleetor.

y

Spherical
:\ wavefront-

P(x,y) /

1/

I... p

A

x

Figure 12.7 Geometry to determine form of main reflector.
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Assuming that the spherical wave is emitted from a source

at F and that A and B are polnts on the plane wave front,

we have:

FP + PA = FO + DB (12.30)

Introducing xy-coordinates for the arbitrary point P (x, y)

on the reflector, and using the notations in the figure, we

easily find:

p - x
~= eosp + x

y = (p - x) tg ~

(12.31) and (12.32) ccmbine to give

2 4pxy =

(12.31)

(12.32)

(12.33)

Equation (12.33) represents a parabola with foeal length p.

We next assume that the suhreflector is inserted between the

foeal point and the main reflector, shaped in such away that

it trans forms a spherically shaped wave, generated at a point

on the axis at the mouth of the horn, into a spherical wave

travelling towards the main reflector.
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Subreflector

F

Spherical wavefront

~=::::::::::I;:~:J~r-:P(x, y)

c

Figure 12.8 Subreflector geometry.

From the figure we have

OP + PA = QV + VB = c + a + VB (12.34)

and further, since the wave scattered from the subreflector

is spherical with centre at F:

PA ~ FA - FP ~ FB - FP (12.35)

Combining the tWQ equations above gives:

OP - FP = 2a (12.36)

a relation which represents a hyperbola with foei at O and F

In modern computer designs of Cassegrain antennae the main

and/or subreflectors are often shaped to minimize lesses and

allow for an optimization of the galn. As a result the final

shape of the reflector reflectors may deviate somewhat from

the conical surfaces indicated by (12.33) and (12.36).
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For the EISCAT UHF-antenna the subreflector has been shaped

to yield a main aperture diffraction field as shown in figure

12.9 (Antenna Manual, Volume IV). The computed overall effi-

ciency, taking accaunt of spillover lesses, phase errors,

amplitude ripples and ohmic lasses, amounts to 0.651 giving

an efficient antenna area of 523.6 m2 and a galn of 41.8 dB.

dB

o

-10

-20

-16 -8 O 8 16 m

12.4.2

Figure 12.9 ~~in aperture illumination.

Location and height above sea level (MSLl, (Datum ED-1950);

Ramfjordmoen site:

Kiruna site:

Sodankylä site:

Diameter of main reflector

Diameter of subreflector:

Focal length:

Gain, calculated-

69°35 1 11.239 11 N
19°13'38.746" E
H = 86.5 m

67°51'38.373" N
20°26'06.806" E
H=417.9m

67°21'49.266' I N
26°37'37.497 11 E
H=197.3m

32.00 m

4.58 m

11. 01 m

48.1 dB
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Efficiency, calculated:

Noise contribution, measured:

Half-power beamwidth:

Speed of mechanical movement,
azimuth & elevation

Fresnel zone limit:

Rayleigh distance:

0.651

20-21 K

0.60

6.37 km

1.59 km

For more details we refer to the manual, volume IV.

An inspection of the UHF Antenna Test Report (7a/?) shows

that the antenna gains at the three sites, as measured in

November 1978, are elose to the computed values.

The figures given for the antenna positions result a from

a geodetic survey, carried out under the auspices of the

Nordie Geodetic Commission. The quoted coordinates are ex-

trapolated from reference polnts differently posltioned in

the antenna structures at the three stations. For Ramfjord-

maen and Sodankylä the tahled figures refer to a point on

the antenna azimuth axis, at the height of the elevation axis

(the tWQ axes are not coplanar). For Kiruna the geodetically

deterrnined reference is a point outside the pintle hearing

hub. The figures quoted aga in refer to the level of the ele-

vation axis, but define a point about 2.2 m from the azimuth

axis. For ionospheric measurements the inaccuracies of the

quoted positions hardly matter. For possible VLBI observations

one should confer with the geodetic survey documentation.
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EISCAT VHF-antenna

The antenna eonsists of four identieal elements, eaeh shaped

as aparabolie cylindre with dimensions 30m x 46 ffi. A layout

of the antenna is shown in figure 12.10.

120 ffi

-ri------,..-------,--------;

46 ffi

30 ffi

Figure 12.10 VHF-antenna strueture.

- 48 ffi

The feed antenna eonsists of an array of 128 erossed dipoles

positioned along the foeal line of the main refleetor. The

design of the feed is essential to the operation of the antenna.

Construction details have been described by Kildal (1979) and

by Hagfors (1977) and we shall not repeat these treatments

here. However, in line with the tutorial aims of these lec-

tures, in the following subsection we digres s to expound same

general features of antenna arrays, before we go on to a more

specific treatment of the EISCAT array feed. We shall restrict

our eonsiderations to linear arrays only.
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12.5.1

Let tiS first consider an array of N isotropic, equally spaced

radiators, all fed with signals having identical amplitudes

and (zero) phases. We assume that unit total power is fed to

the array.

00

00

dsin0
000

element no O
I..

l
~I

2 3 4

00

00

N-2 N-l

Figure 12.11 Array of isotropic radiators.

For the far field (Fraunhofer) zone the field radiated in

direction 0 is established by the vectorial addition of the

n = O

-j
l: e

nd sin 0
(12.37)

N elements:

2.
-A-

from all
N

E (0)
a

contributions

Here d denotes the distance between the radiators. Since the

power radiated by each element is l/N, the amplitude of the

resulting signal is l~ accounting for the term ahead of

the summation sign. In the subsequent treatment we introduce

the common abridgement S = sin O.
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Carrying out the summation and squaring the field we obtain

for the power:

p a (0) = l
N

sin (+ dN S)

sin (+ d S)

2

(12.38)

If the individual radiators were not isotropic, hut having

a radiation pattern Pe (0), the array polar diagram would

become:

p (0) = (12.39)

It is common to term Pa (0) the array faetar or space faetar

(sometimes the same notations are used with reference to Ea (0»

and P (0) the element faetar. Equation (12.39) embodies thee

principle of patter" multiplication, stating that the radiation

patter" of an array is given as the product of the element

patter" and the array faetar.

The array faetar is essentiai in providing information on the

location of the principal and subsidiary beams and the nulls

in the polar diagram. Expressian (12.38), without the scaling

factor l/n, has been plotted in figure 12.12 for N = 10 and

diA = 0.5 and 1.0.
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---d/~=1.0

___d/b0.5

"Ie.---I.--'l.....lL-"W-l-..l1L.-'-i;;"'••.1WL-...lL_--'L-_",/;;;_ 0

Figure 12.12 Radiation pattern for N :;:l la and eVA = 0.5 and 1.0

Subsidiary beams (sidelobes) having the same magnltude as

the main beam are termed grating lobes. We nate that a gratlng

lobe appears in figure 12.12 for diA = 1.0 at 0 = n/2. An 10

spection of (12.38) shows that grating lobes occur when the

argument of the sinusoidal expression in the denomlnator assumes

integral va lues of n:

~ d
A

sin 0 = ro Tf (12.40)

To avoid grating lobes for - n/2 < 0 < n/2 we find that we must

have d < A, the spacing between adjacent elements must be less

than the wavelength. It may be noted here that even with spac-

lngs exceeding the wavelength, grating lobes may be el~inated
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by the directivity of the element pattern Pe (0).

So far we have assurned that all radiating elements were fed

with equally phased signals. In this case the main beam will

be normal to the array, which is sald to be of the broads ide

type. The array may be steered to an angle 00 by applying a

linear ly progressive phase increment, 2~ (d/A) sin 00' from

element to element, yielding: ,
sin (N d (S So) n )- -

P(0) = Pe (0 ) I, (12.41)
N sin (-4 (S - So) n )

If 0 o = 7T/2 the main beam is paraliei to the line of elements.

It is customary in this case to talk about an endfire array.

A note of warning may be in order here. Since mutual couplinq

will generally exist between ne1ghbouring elements in an array,

and since radiation from one element may be scattered from near-

by radiating structures r the element factor Pe(0) as uaed 1n

(12.41), may be different from that describ1ng the radiation

from a singel element in free air.

For a narrow beam in the broads ide direction the array factor

=

of equation (12.38) simplifies

Sin(--r dN S)

ToN dS

to:

2

(12.42)

Equation (12.42) is of the well-known form

we obtain for the half-power bearnwidth:

2sin x/x and

o =
B

0.886
Ndh

(12.43)
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We nate that the beam becomes narrower with lncreasing number

of elements and with increasing frequency. The bearn broadens

with the steering angle. It may be shown (Skolnik) that for

moderate steering angles (from broadside) we have:

o
B

0.886
~

Nd
A eos 00

(12.44)

dsinO
\

12.5.2

element
no

L

Let us consider the feed system shown in figure 12.13 where

a uniform phase progression along the array is obtained by

increasing the cable length by a fixed amaunt from element

to element.

/!O,---'-''--<$,---9"---<;S;,~'" , ---r(N-l

d 'Acfd"-
I~"--"-_"I k

" 1Ic~03n
J k (N-l) Acf n

J< ~

Figure 12.13 Steering by incrernenting cable lengths.

The phase excursions caused by the constant cable length ,L

act equally on all array elements and can be disregarded in

the following. A is the wavelength in the cable at fre-cfo
is the corresponding wavelength at an arbitrary
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frequency f. Af and Af are free ?ir wavelengths at the tWQ
o

frequencies. d denotes the distance between adjacent radiators.

n and k are integers. Assuming unit amplitude signals and zero

phase at terminal O, we have the following signal sequence,

proceeding from left to right:

For the centre frequency f o we find for the direction, ~o' of

the principal beam:

2.
dSo 2. n

~

kAf
o

n Afp nAfo f o
So = nc

~ ~

dkfodk dk f o

(12.45)

(12.46)

where c is the velocity of light.

(12.47)

(12.48)

f we have in a similar way:

A
Cfa

Af ffo n

k A
cf

d ff o
~

k d

k Acf d

u f c n
oS

S

arbitrary frequency

A f Af n
c o

At the

U
f

and u
f

are phase velocitles in the cable at f
o

and f.
o

Assuming the phase velocity to remain constant over the actual

frequency range yields:

S = ~ (12.49)

Relations (12.47) to (12.49) could have been derived by

considering any pair of neighbouring element. Under the

given conditions the main bean direction does not change

for a change of opera ting frequency.
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For practical reasons (including economy) one is often

interested in phasing roodulo 2n. In the EISCAT VHF feed

system twa identical sets of cables exist (for each pol-

(1 = 0,1,2, ......• 67)=

arization), each set comprising 68 cable lengths:

Aefoi

67

(Nate that i refers to cable number, not to array element).

As Kildal (1978) has shown, this cabling arrangernent allows

beam steering up to 21.3° in steps of approximately 1.20 by

appropriate permutations of the cables (in fact the beam can

be steered to 25.2°, but the range 21.3° + 25.2° shou!d not

be used due to impairment of the VSWR).

Contradictory to the conditions obtained with the phasing

scheme of figure 12.13, in phasing roodule 2n the beam dir-

ection depends upan frequency. The underlying principle is

out1ined in the fo11owing, with reference to figure 12.14.

/

/ 1/

2n ///1 //
/// I -::(/

f~(, I I f~ f o

;f I l/f $lf $lf
o

~__~_ 1/ "of ·ofo
'-- '--~ --0-

o 2
\.... .J1 \ 3 4

I
5

Subgroup l Subgroup 2

Figure 12.14 Phasing modu10 2n for frequencies f o and f
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For the three first elements (numbered O to 2) in figure 12 4 14

the phase is progressed by 2~ n/k from element to element for

the frequency f o ' For element number 3 the phase is

2. ( 4n
k

- l)

Since we have the phasor relationship:

= -j (2. + ~of )e o = (12.50)

the field contributions sum as if there were a canstant phase

progression a]ong the array. The main beam direction is still

given by (12.46).

The phase variation for frequency f is indicated by the broken

lines in figure 12.14. We readily se that

(12.51)

Within each subgroup the phase increment rernains constant, but

phase jumps occur in proceeding from one group to the next.

As indicated in figure 12.15 the beams formed by the radiation

within each subgroup all point in the same direction, 00.

However, due to the phase jumps the phasors are not completely

aligned in this direction. The result is a swinging of the

main beam direction, depcndent upon the deviation from the

centre frequencv.
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\

Frequency f o

p'

Subgroup 2

Frequency f

p'
Figure 12.15 Phase relations of radiated waves at

frequencie~ f a and f. Nate that in case (a) all
waves are 1n phase a10ng ppl, This is not so-rE
case (b).

Figure 12.16 and 12.17 illustrate how the bearn directions

and bandwidths of the VHF-array feed antenna depends upon

frequency.

The formulae used in deriving the graphs are:

I max I max

Pa(0) ~{~cos A(I»2 + (~sin A(I» 2 (12.52)

I~l I~l

A (I) = K(I)f]
67fo

(12.53)

s = sin 0

f o = 224 MHz

KlI) ~ M -(I-l)N

Array factor

No of array element (1,2, o-o •• ,Imax )

128 for full array, 64 for half array
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N Cable no (O ;; N < 67), defined by the
relation sin O = N!(67 O. 7)o

M An integer initially given the value 67,

augmented by 67 each time K(I) falls below

zero

16000l n, nl UI '" '" ,.. lvi MHr

1\ i ~ I~ I~\12000

l, I I I
8000 I I IIl III'"'O I I)

,,' ,., tf' l2 2]0

Figure 12.16 Beam off-sets as function of frequency for
ultimate steering angle (21.3°)
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15 2

Steering angle

Figure 12.17 Bandwidths as function of steering angle

for full and halt antenna

Figure 12.16 demonstrates how the main beams are offset by

varying the frequency, the array being phased for the ulti

mate steering angle (21.3° at fo)' The bandwidth relations

shown in figure 12.17 have been determined 1n the following

way:

(1) For the centre frequency lobe in figure 12.16
(fo = 224 MHz) the angle corresponding to the
lower half-power point has been noted.

(ii) With the angle deterrnined as indicated under (i)
formula 12.52 has been repeatedly applied to find
the frequency yielding maximum response.

(iii) The bandwidth has been defined as the difference
between the maximum response frequency and the
centre frequency.

(iv) By repeating the procedure above for other steer
ing angles the curves depicted in figure 12.17
have been derived.
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It may be noted that the criterion used here to defined the

bandwidth is essentially the same as introduced by Hagfars

(1978) in an analytical treatment of an array feed with can

tinuous field distribution. The present analys is on1y takes

account of offsets in one direction. Tt is a matter of con

vention whether the bandwidth should be defined as twice the

values given here, noting the offsets in both directions.

In the EISCAT context the mare seriolls offsets will be those

associated with the plasma lines, belng displaced from the

sentre frequency by the values of the ionospheric plasma fre

quencies. We know that these frequencies are both height- and

tirne-dependent quantities, occasionally reaching va1ues in

the range 10 to 15 MHz. A glance at figure 12.17 indicates

that there are no chances of observing such offset frequen

cies for steering angles larger than about 8-100 with the

full antenna. The chances are somewhat better with in the

split beam option, but here it has to be borne in mind that

the reduced antenna area implies a very notable gain reduction.

AS stated before, the polar patterns considered in this

chapter for array feed antennae are all referred to the

Fraunhofer approximation. In the EISCAT VHF antenna the

array radiates into the main reflector. While the Fraun

hefer assumption holds good for the cross sectional radi

ation pattern. the reflector is in the near zone with respect

to the longitudinal antenna dimension. Kildal (1978) has

treated the feed- and polar pattern problems in fair detail,

including optimizing features like beam- and impedance match

ing, efficiency computations and polarization behaviour. We
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shall be content here with referring to his repor t for a

study of all these topics.

§~~~_~§~f~!_S~~~~~~!~~!_~~!~~!~~§_E~!~~~~_~~_Eb~~~_§~~~E!~S

of the VHF-antenna.

Let us define a cartesian coordinate system with the z-axis

painting vertically upwards and the x-axis directed geographi-

cal north as shown in figure 12.18.

(z')
z

Jk~~::::::::::~~Y~ (mechanical rotation axis)

al azimuth of beam

x x'
\.lorth)

Figure 12.18 Coordinate system used for studies of
phasing of VHF-antenna

To describe the phasing of the VHF-antenna we introduce the

system x'y1z! with the z'-axis coinciding with the z-axis,

hut with the x l - and yl-axes rotated by the angle 00 with

re!spect to the x- and y-axes respectively. The antenna rotates

rnechanically around the y'-axis. With no phasing the main lobe

is in the x'z'-plane, and the antenna is sa id to radiate in

the broadside direction. An arbitrary great circle cuts the

horizontal plane along the line defined by the angle ~ ~ al - 00

using the notations of figure 12.18.
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When the antenna moves, the phased beam describes a cone with

the symmetry axis along y', as shown in figure 12.19.

z'

y

I
/
I
l

- =-==
sir.y

x'

Figure 12.19 Beam painting geometry.

At an arbitrary position the antenna beam axis is specified

by the vector r. y is the phasing angle. Taking r as a unity

vector we may easily derive the following relation from the

figure.

sin y
cosy sinS = tg y

sinB
(12.54)

where B is the rotation angle of the antenna referred to the

vertical (the complement of the angle displayed on the antenna

contrel panel).

Since the length of the projection of the r-vector in the

x'y'-plane remains fixed, equal to eos y , during the rotation

of the antenna, we can express the angle Bo by the following

relationships:

sin B . eos ~ ~ cosy' sin Bo

sin Bo
eos y. sin B sin y

~ =eos ( (.'1.
1 - ao ) sin (al

(12.55)

(12.56)
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o(a = 0.5 ). In figure 12.20 we eonsider the plane of theo

great circle through r.

o

hT h
T

, height of transmitter above
ocean level

R . radius of the earth
~o o'

R 1
: adjusted radius, including hTo

O , point of observation

Figure 12.20 Great circle plane through main beam.

The height of the transmitter above sea level is only 85 ro and

can be neglected for most practical purposes (this is done in

the subsequent treatment). to denotes the angular distance to

the point of observation.

Simple geometrical considerations give:

ro = /(RoSin to) 2 + {(R + h) - RoCOS tol2o

=jR2
o + (R + h)2 _ 2R (Ro + h) eos too o

ro =/ R
2

0
cos 2

~o + 2R h + h 2 _ RoCOS ~oo

(12.57)

(12.58)

r
(12.59)

(12.60)

By applying standard formulae in spherical geometry:
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eos to = sin LAT sin LAO + eos L~ eos LAO eos (LO - LOT)O

(12.61)

sin al = eos LAO sin (LO - LO
T
)/ sin to (12.62)

O

sin LAO = eos t sin LAT + sin to eos LAT eos al (12.63)
o

(Nate that the last equation may be derived from the two pre-

ceeding ones).

Notations:

al Antenna bearing

LAT: Latitude of transmitter antenna

LOT: Longitude of transmitter antenna

LAO: Latitude of point observation

LOO: Longitude of point observation

Introducing numerical values for ~ and LOT (see specifica

tion in next section:

eos to -= 0.93720 sin LAO + 0.34879 eos LAO eos (LO
O

+ 19.22034)

(12.64)

sin al = eos LAO sin (LOO +19.22034) /sln to (12.65)

;in LAO =0.93720 eos to +0.34879 sin to eos al (12.66)

Here we have taken eastern longitudes as belng negative.

The formulae may be used in various combinations under dif-

ferent circurnstances. Let us consider two possibilit1es:

l. The observing point 1s defined by its geographi
cal coordinates and its height above ground. What
are the phasing ang1e and mechanica1 antenna set
ting?

Formu1ae (12.64) and (12.65) give immediate1y the
angu1ar distance and the bearing of the bearn.
Expression (12.57) specifies range and equation
(12.59) the bearn zenith ang1e. The phasing angle
1s computed from (12.56) and the mechan1ca1 antenna
setting by (12.54).
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2. The antenna position B and the phasing angle y are
given. What are the geographical coordinates and
the height above ground of the point corresponding
to a given range rol?

In this case equation (12.54) gives the hearing of
the beam and (12.56) the zenith angle. Formula
(12.58) provides the altitude of the observing
point and (12.60) the angular distance. The de
sired latitude is derived from (12.66); the 10ng1
tude from (12.65).

In figure 12.21 the set of formulae described have been applied

to find the areas covered by the antenna at the altitudes of

1000, 2000 and 3000 km.

.:1
".
i

I

I

---- if,.
,!?,Il

..

-----I.. \ "
~, *

"
~, " //

;/ ---~
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I-

;,.- F

Figure 12.21 Areas cQvered by the VHF-antenna at the heights
of 1000, 2000 and 3000 km. Boundaries correspond
to sean limits 300 south and 600 north of zenith
and phasing angles 21.3° east and west of transit
plane.
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Location

Orientation of plane of
mechanical movement

Operational modes

Effective area, broadside,
mode I

Polarization

Beamwidths, broadside,
calculated values

Phasing range

Range of mechanical
rnovement

69° 35' 11.9408 '1 N
19° 13' 13.230" E
H ~ 85.3 m

(reference point centre of elevation
axis)

0.50 (measured 0.55° + 0.05° Kildal
(1980)) west of north-

l. Cornbined mode, all elements
aligned j physical area 5520 ro 2 ,

II. Split beam mode, element l & 2
and 3 & 4 pairwise aligned,
structure behaves as two inde
pendent antennae'2each of phy
sical area 2400 ro .

Calculated for circular polarization
3250 m2 .

Measured (Ki1da1 (1980)):
Horizontal polarization 3330 + 240 m2

Vertical polarization 2890 + 210 m2

Mode I:
(1) Right- and lefthand circular,

possibility for polarization
flipping from pulse to pulse

(ii) Linear at + 450 with respect
to vert1caI

Mode II:
Lefthand circular (trans
mission)

Mode I:
0.60 east/west
1.7° north/south

Mode II:
1.20 east/west
1.70 north/south

21.30 east and west of transit plane,
steps approximately 1.20

300 south to 60° north of zenith
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Speed of mechanical
rnovernent

Frequencies:

Peak pulse power

Average

224 + 1.25 MHz, steps 0.25 MHz

5 MW (specification)

675 kW (specification)

12.6

12.6.1

RF and microwave radiation hazard

General

The recent years have seen an increasing interest in bioeffects

of microwave radiation. Along with the growing cancern for the

potential danger which the radiation may represent for living

organisms there has been, and continues to be, a discussion of

which radiation levels to impose as safety limits. Topics con-

jectured are the relative importance of thermal and non-thermal

effects, scaling problems related to the difficulties which

arises in attempts to extrapolate from observations on small

mammals to the exposure conditlons of human beings, CW versus

pulsed radiation, the frequency dependence of the radiation

hazard and the significance of the exposure length. As yet

there is no internationally agreed standard.

In Western countries the medical emphasis seems to have been

on the heating of local tissues in the human body. For several

years a radiation level of 10 mW/cm2 was considered to be rela-

tively safe limit for an exposure time limited to an orrl~ working

day, or 8 hours a day. The trend now is to lower this

value by an order of magnitude and take

2l mW/cm

as the valid limit, somewhat higher doses bein~ permitted for

shorter exposure intervals.
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In Eastern Europa investigators, evidently focussing their

interest on non-thermal effects, have claimed that even ra-

diation intensities rnore than tWQ order of magnltude lower

may have adverse effects on the central nervous systern (eNS).

These results have so far not been generally corroborated by

Western studies.

It will be convenient to divide the environment into three

areas:

(i) Antenna reflectors/subreflectors (UHF-antenna only)

UHF,

As presently configured, with one output tube only,

the transmitter 1s specified to yield an average power

of 250 kW. Assuming a uniformly illurnlnated reflector

the radiation intensity at the antenna becomes 31 mW/cm2 •

With aseeond klystron installed this value should be

doubled. The subreflector will be exposed to a much

higher radiation intensity.

VHF,

Assuming an average power of 750 kW Kildal {l978}

quotes intensities of 22 mW/cm
2

along the reflector

at the shortest distance from the foeal line, and 7

2and 4 mW/cm at the northern and southern edges of

the reflector respectively.

The evident conclusion is that under no circumstances

should personell be in the reflector or subreflector

areas of the antennae during transmissions.
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(ii) Near field of main beams

UHF:
Figure 12.3 displays how the axial power density from a

uniformly illuminated circular antenna varies with the

distance from the antenna, from zero to a value four times

the density on the aperture. The maximum radiation

density corresponds to 125 mw/cm
2

for an average radiated

power of 250 kW. With aseeond klys tron inserted this

value should be doubled.

From the last maximum, occurring at a distance of 800 ro

from the antenna, the axial intensity falls off to

about 4.8 mw/cm2 at the Fresnel limit of 6.4 km.

VHF:

As stated under (i) the maximum reflector intensity

amounts to 22 mW/cm2 . Hansen and Bickrnore (1959) have

shown that for a quadratic antenna the axial field

oscil1ates with increasing amplitude, reaching a

maximum 13 times the intensity at the Fresnel limit

at a distance a little less than 0.2 times the Fresnel

distance. Although it is difficult to extrapolate from

these results to the conditions of the VHF-antenna, we

might cxpect that fields considerably higher than the

maximum surface field may be present up to 2-3 kilo-

meters from the reflector.

For the VHF-antenna, with scanning limits at zenith

angles 300 south and 60
0

north, the main beam cannot

hit the ground around the antenna or the nearby moun-

ta!n ranges. The UHF antenna will be equipped with a
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"radiation inhibit" interiock, preventing the beam

region from intersecting the ground or buildings in

the neighbourhood at low elevation angles.

Planes which happen to fly through the axial part of

the near zone radiation at distances less than 1-2 km

may experience high field intensities. However, in

almost all cases nowadays are the aircraft bodies

cQvered by metallic material and crew and passengers

are screened from the radiation. Moreover, vehicles

ordinarily rnave with ve!ocities at 100 m/s, or higher,

and will therefore travers the central portion of the

beam cross section in fractions of aseeond. Commer

cial planes moving at heights more than 5 km above

ground at speed 8-900 km/hour should pose no problem.

The most serious case might be helicopters with rela

tively large windows which for some reason might linger

in the air at close distance above the UHF-antenna.

(iii) Ground immediately around the antenna structures

Kildal (1978) has made some calculations of the radi

ation intensities to expect and we shall confine our

selves to a presentation and discussion of his results.

His computations are based on geometrical optics. As

indicated in previous sections a thorough analytical

treatment of the field distribution in the penumbra l

regions at the reflector boundaries tends to be im

practical due to mathematical complications. There

fore, we regards the figures to be presented more as

guide lines than an accurate decription of the real

field distributions.
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UHF:

There are essentially tWQ effects to consider:

(i) the spillover from the horn and (ii) the spill

over from the suhreflector scattering. As derived

by Kildal (1978) the tWQ contributions are shown in

figure 12.22 for an assurned average radlated

power of 500 kW. For the present average radiated power

of 250 kW the va lues in the graph should be halved.

We see from the figure that with the "radiation inhibit"

preventing radiation below 20° (0 = 700 ) the computed

radiation levels caused by the feed horn will not for

any distance exceed 3-4 rnW/cm2 for 500 kW average and

1.5-2 mw/cm2 for 250 kw. On the other hand at the

shadow boundary for the main reflector the scattering

radiation from the subreflector may reach va lues as

high as 18 mw/cm2 for 500 kW average and 9 mW/crn2 for

250 kW about 13 m from the antenna centre. At the dis

tance of the closest point of the fence which surrounds

the antenna, the intensity is decreased to 7 and 3.5 rnW/

crn 2 for the quoted average powers.
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VHF:

Calculated qround intensities for the VHF-antenna

are presented in figure 12.23. For broadside radi

ation the highest field experienced will be at the

northern edge of the reflector. As quoted under (1)

the intensity here may reach 7 mw/cm
2

• As indicated

in the figure the highest intensities are observed

at the end areas of the antenna in case of phased

beam operation, belng as high as 12 mw/cm
2

at a

phasing angle of 25°. Same reduction of these values

is expected since the maximaloperating phasing angle

now is 21.3°.

We nate that at the position of the fence the highest

intensities are found toward the south. Here 3-4 mw/cm 2

may be reached.

To conclude: inside the fenced areas, elose to the

antennae we expect radiation intensities around 10 mw/cm
2

(with 250 kW average from the UIIF-antenna). Outside the

fence the maximum levels are anticipated to be less by

a faetor from 2 to 3. As a general precaution people

should not stay within the feneed area during trans

missions, neither should work be earried out elose

to the fenee as long as the antennae are radiating.
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With the inherent uncertainties of the camputed radiation

intensities it is mandatory to map the radiation environment

by performing systematic measurements ance the transmitters

become operable. Measurements of possible leakages from flanges

and joints of the feed system should also be included. Further,

an experimental test series should be carried out to determine

the iodoor radiation environment. The metal in the roof and

the walls of the building is likely to reduce the radiation

levels to acceptable values within any reasanable standard.

The only exception might be the areas elose to the windows.

These should be carefully checked. Should the levels here

proove to be higher than acceptable, the windows may be scre

ened in a suitable way. The author is aware of at least one

station abroad where meshed window panes have been applied.

Horizon profile at Ramfjordmoen

Figure 12.24 gives an experimental ly determined horizon pro

file for the UIIF-antenna at Ramfjordmoen. In carrying out the

measurements 75 Watt pulses were fed to the antenna by the

transmitter exciter. The displayed graph has been obtained

by successively stepping the antenna in azimuth and noting

the highest elevation angles from which perceptible ground

echoes were observed.
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Figure 12.24 Horizon profile for the UHF-antenna, de
termined as maximum angles for ground
reflec~ions. Elevations scale extends
from O to 200 .

In figure 12.25 the distances observed for the echoes yield-

1ng the horizon profile are plotted.
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